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Those Involved 

One of the joys in documenting my family history was in meeting Corinne 
Fordschmid.  Corinne is a related to John Ford elder brother of James Ford, my 
great-grandfather.  Their father was Samuel Ford. Corrine has encouraged my own 

genealogical journey and has provided valuable information, photographs of Millport, 
and a copy of her publication Once were Quarriers.  

Margaret Kennedy, manager of the Royal George Hotel at Millport, has been an excellent 
'local' contact and has allowed me to utilise the beautiful photos on the Millport Photos 
Facebook website. 

I would also like to acknowledge the assistance freely extended by Hazel Menzies, 
Research Officer, at North Ayrshire Heritage Council. Her experience and generous 
response to my numerous questions are appreciated. 

Katy Brown, Clerical Assistant (Archives) at the Ayrshire Archives Centre assistance is 
appreciated for chasing down the illusive Milnport Feu Plan of 1779.    

I am also indebted to the University of Strathclyde for its assistance. Through their 
online course, Genealogy: Researching Your Family Tree, I learned to use what I have 
found on my journey.  

Scotlands People website deserves a special mention.  

The National Records of Scotland staff have offered me considerable assistance.   
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Jennifer Burrell and the volunteers at the Ballarat and District Genealogical Society 
have been particularly helpful given the difficulties Victorians have experienced over the 
last two years. 

Tim Ford and Sally Carkeet have likewise been my valuable supporters.  

John Parnell, who lives in Aberdeen but is interested in Cumbrae, has kindly forwarded 
several newspaper articles concerning the Royal George. 

Lija Kazlauskas has been an excellent supporter guiding and commenting on the many 
drafts.  

Special thanks also go to David Bradbury who keeps a website dedicated to the history 
of Whitehaven and surrounds. 

There are, of course, a myriad of others involved in this journey. I have utilised 
numerous websites, all maintained by someone, generally an unknown someone, who 
has given freely their time in maintaining these sites. To these many anonymous 
volunteers, I offer my heartfelt thanks. 

Introduction 

Family life is complicated at best, and while government archives keep details of 
birth, deaths, and marriage (BDMs), there is more to life than dates and places.  

What follows is a 'historical story' which traces the life of Samuel Ford, my great-great-
grandfather, a story that goes beyond the BDMs or the OPRs (Old Parochial Records). 
The story of Samuel Fiord is my attempt to understand the life of one who would 
otherwise remain consigned to the archives and therefore unknown and anonymous.  
  
This publication has been produced essentially for educational and genealogical 
purposes. Consequently, I have treated the internet as a 'global common,' a ground 
where one is free to survey and copy the information therein contained. My intention 
was to deal fairly with the content chosen for inclusion, much of which is freely 
availably within the public domain. In other cases, the material is beyond 'copyright' 
claims.   

The material presented is believed accurate at the time of publication. 
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Smuggling around the Clyde 

Academics use a broad brush to paint history onto a large canvas documenting lofty 
achievements by great people using complicated 'systems' theories. This 
publication is not about great people or even great achievements. It is about very 

ordinary people grappling with everyday life. And most certainly, no 'system' is followed 
here.       

Governments, industrialists, and politicians operate through 'systems' and are 
restricted to the demands of the 'system'.  However, 'systems' inevitable fail at some 
point. As a result, civil disobedience or even revolution follows until the 'system' 
responds adequately, usually at a tremendous social and financial cost. On the other 
hand, individuals are more readily adaptable and respond more constructively to the 
changing social tsunamis that sweep across countries with a certain degree of 
monotony.  

At the dawn of the 1800s, Scotland was in the throes of the Industrial Revolution. On 
the other side of the Irish Sea Ireland had its own problems.  Now dominated by 
absentee English landlords who were restricted to using labourers imported from 
England to farm their Irish estates, Ireland, like Scotland, became sea of poverty and 
destitution. The drudgery of peasant farmers is hard to imagine. Tenants lived a 
precarious life. Confronted with changing seasons, tenants, whether on farms or in 
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growing cites, faced similar problems.  Any sickness, injury, or the death of a family 
member, could jeopardise their existence. The local laird was not necessarily obliged to 
show leniency towards wayward tenant farmers caught by unfortunate circumstances.   

In the late 1700s, Scotland became the epicentre of a revolution that changed the world. 
The Firth of Clyde was teeming with vessels from all parts of the globe. Strathclyde 
became a magnet for those who forged empires of wealth and prosperity but for others 
attempting to escape the grinding poverty of tenant farmers sought jobs in the cities of 
Glasgow, Kilmarnock and Greenock. Yet, behind the frenetic activity, away from the 
images of docks and crowded wharves another story lay beyond the forest of masts and 
yards hidden from history.  Behind the popular image of the 'revolution' hid another 
reality, of men waiting, hoping for a job, any job. For these men, and many others, 
simply trying to stay alive was a pressing matter. It was also the time when innovation 
and ingenuity were not the sole prerogatives of the landed gentry or the captains of 
industry. Adapting to the political and social ills of the era, labourers, tenant farmers, 
and fishermen initiated more pragmatic responses to the shifting economic and social 
environment, where 'staying alive' might also necessarily mean 'bending the rules.'  

As the Industrial Revolution gained momentum most of the population of Scotland and 
Ireland moved from tenant farmers accountable to the local laird into paid employment 
as people moved off rural land into villages, towns, and cities.  For others opportunities 
lay elsewhere.  Emigration, for those who could afford the cost of a passage, allowed an 
escape but for those without the means relief lay closer at hand.  

Scotland and Ireland boast some 12,000 miles of generally rugged coastline punctured 
by a myriad of islands, estuaries, firths, rivers, creeks, bays, and backwaters, all ideally 
suited for the activity of smuggling.   

There were two main ways in which smuggling took place around the Clyde.   One was a 
byproduct of the overseas trade coming from Europe and America bound for the West 
Coast of Scotland and the internal localised trade.  

Ships arriving from the Americas sailed up the North Channel towards the Clyde to 
deliver their legitimate cargo to the ports of Glasgow. However, these ships were prone to 
'drop off' the odd quantity of tobacco, rum, or sugar to 'waiting boats.' The waiting boats 
generally ‘happened’ to be fishermen who just 'happened' to pick up goods that had 
apparently 'fallen' overboard from a passing vessel, thereby absolving themselves from 
actually smuggling. 

Tenant farmers, however, do not generally have access to boats. Without the security of 
tenure in their work or their life, people only had one another to rely on when things got 
tough, as they often did. Critically to that reliance were the relationships individuals 
formed through marriage and membership of a clachan (pronounced klak-en) or village. 
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On the Isla of Arran, not far from the Isle of Cumbrae, a clachan was a form of collective 
living where one individual held a lease on land (the 'tack') and was responsible for 
paying the rent while others worked communal lands sharing ownership of cattle, 
sheep, and crops. The 'tackman' would collect rent from each member of the clachan to 
pay the annual rent to the landholder. Security, therefore, lay with an individual's 
allegiance to their clachan, not to some far-away government that had little interest in 
their circumstances except for collecting tax and excise. And if some illegal distilling 
could sustain that security, then the collaboration of all within the clachan was 
essential for all concerned. 

Whisky and, more importantly, salt were items attracting increasing excise and were 
therefore prone to be smuggled. Whisky, we might understand, but salt? A tax on salt 
was first levied in 1702 but quickly rose to 2s (two shillings) a bushel and then 
increased to 15s a bushel by 1789, increasing over 200%. Much of the precious 
commodity being shipped from Ireland. In the days before refrigeration, salt was the 
only method of preserving food. It was needed not only for the herring industry but also 
by ordinary tenant farmers to preserve food over the winter months. Imposing such an 
exorbitant excise on salt only created problems for hard-pressed people who had 
nothing to lose by circumventing the system.   
  
Smuggling was not, therefore, some subversive ideology hatched in a smuggler's den.   
Nor was it about thieving someone else property. Instead, smuggling was a pragmatic 
and collective response to the harsh implementation of government taxes and excise. 
Smuggling was the avoidance of meeting the onerous imposition demanded on 
struggling tenant farmers or those employed as labourers in the industrial towns that 
now sprang up throughout the Clyde. These people had little to look forward to other 
than the monotonous repetition of struggling to stay alive. The only source of relief from 
the constant stress was to be found in alcohol or the purchase of some trifling item that 
might be considered a luxury. Therefore, the pedantic nature of the imposition of excise 
had an enormous impact on the lives of many. As a result, and unlike piracy, smuggling 
was largely socially acceptable as the citizenry generally sided with the smugglers. It was 
an accepted practice to find oneself busy 'watching the wall' when suspect smugglers 
were passing. When questioned by authorities, one could always legitimately respond 
that they saw no illegal activity. The Government, however, saw it very differently.  

In response, the Government formed the 'preventative service' to stop smuggling. 
However, the cumbersome and uncoordinated bureaucratic structure of Customs and 
Excise allowed graft and corruption to flourish. The rights to collect custom and excise 
duty was sold to aptly named 'farmers,' those with the means to finance a vessel capable 
of forcibly stopping the 'trade'. In return, these 'farmers' received the privilege of acting 
as a coastal monitoring force. Although the government stipulated remuneration for 
captains, mates, and crews, the proceeds from collecting the bounty on property seized 
and ships impounded was worth considerably more than the salary and wages on offer. 
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Strict rules applied concerning the distribution of bounty and the employment of crew 
had to take an oath before a Justice of the Peace that they were of good character, the 
availability of alcohol and the 'pay on results' principal could not help but forge a 
culture of graft and corruption. 

The accepted tolerance of smuggling was further assisted by the excise service operated 
without the support of an effective police force. The result meant the excise and custom 
enforcers had to appeal to the army for help when things got a little desperate, thereby 
doing anything but endearing themselves to the local populace.   
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Above, 1882 Ordance Map of Millport identifying the Garrison House overlooking Newtown Bay.  The Mid 
Kirkton Cemetery can also be located at the top left corner of the map.  Below, early photo of the Garrison 

House before a number of extensions were built.
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The Ford memorial in the Mid Kirton Cemetery. Note the change in 
script. Photo, Tim Ford.



The centrality of the island of Cumbrae was an obvious station for a 'preventative 
vessel.'  The first revenue cutter to appear on the Clyde was in 1634. Others were 
stationed at Rothesay, Glasgow, Greenock, and Inverkip, but details are sketchy. The 
first reference to a revenue cutter on Cumbrae concerns repairs being carried out on the 
Cumbrea Wherry in 1728.   

There were two problems with stationing a vessel on Cumbrae; the lack of shelter for the 
vessel and a lack of accommodation for the crew. Initially, the Cumbrae Wherry was 
beached at low tide, which meant that it would not be ready for immediate service if 
needed. 
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Studio photo of Grandma Wright taken by D. Alexander, Cardiff Street, Milport (Sp).  Census 
records confirm that David Alexander and his family were living on Cumbrae at the time of 

the 1871 census.  Lyn Harding found the photograph while searching for her own ancestors 
among her mother’s possessions.  Lyn does not how her mother came by the photo as there 
is no obvious connection between the Harding and Ford families.  Lyn assumes the writing 

on the photograph is that of her mother’s.  Lyn kindly passed the photo to Corinne 
Fordschmid who in turn sent me the details. 



Andrew Crawford, the first of a succession of the family, overcame the problem of 
accommodating the mariners by constructing the gothic battlement designed Garrison 
House on Cumbrae in 1745. The Garrison House was fortified against any attack and 
armed with cannon. The safety of the vessel and the crew was a priority as privateers 
and pirates were still operating in parts of Scotland. The position of the building was 
such that it allowed cannon to fire on any would-be interloper who might have thought 
that a beached revenue vessel was worth rummaging. 

About 1779, the revenue cutter, the Royal George, was stationed on Cumbrae. This new 
and larger vessel required a crew of sixty, which posed a housing problem for the small 
island. The housing problem was overcome by implementing to Feu Plan of 1779, 
whereby the mariners could construct their own dwellings. In 1830 one of those 
dwellings was occupied by Samuel Ford, his wife, Margaret Wright, and a family of nine 
children.  

The Record 

Samuel Ford married Margaret Wright on the Isle of Cumbrae probably in 1815. 
Unfortunately, the marriage register for Cumbrae between 1814 and August 1817, 
the very time Samuel and Margaret would have married, does not exist having been 

lost or destroyed. 

Samuel Ford and Margaret Wright raised ten children on Cumbrae all of whom are 
recorded in the Old Parochial Records (OPRs) of Scotland: 
  

Janet 1816 
Mary 1818,  

Robert 1820,  
Margaret 1822,  
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Milnport [Millport] Feu Plan 1779 lists the names of those benefiting from the plan.  Tenement Np. 40 was 
seised to Alexander Wright. Kindly supplied by Ayrshire Archives Centre and the image is used here for 

education and study purpose only and cannot be copied.  



Peter 1824, died 1825,  
William 1826, 
Susannah 1828,  

John 1830,  
Samuel 1832, and 

        James 1834. 

Apart from Peter, all their children 
lived into adulthood and married. 
The five youngest all emigrated to 
Australia in the mid-1800s. James 
Ford, my great-great-grandfather, 
arrived in Australia in 1868.    

Margaret Wright was the daughter 
of Robert Wright, who served as a 
mariner of the Royal George station 
on Cumbrae from 1779 to 1820. We 
can trace Margaret's ancestors back 
to 1672, but of Samuel's family, we 
know nothing.  

The inscription in Ford Memorial No. 307 located in the Mid Kirton Cemetery on 
Cumbrae reads; 

Erected by Samuel Ford Feuar Millport and Margaret Wright, his wife in memory of their son, 
Peter who died 28th July 1825 aged one year. The said Samuel Ford who died 13th November 
1836 aged 50 years. Also his daughter Margaret, who died 3rd October 1858 aged 36. The 
said Margaret Wright who died 13 June 1882 aged 90 years. 

We learn here that Samuel Ford was a feuar and died aged fifty. The only information in 
the OPRs is that he is recorded as a quarrier.  
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1782 Sasine in the name of  Alexander Wright 
recorded when writing paper was at a premium.
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The first page of the Register of Sasines documenting the passing of the Instrument of 
Sasine seised to Alexander Wright to William Wright by Clare Constat dated 19 May 1842.  
The actually document is spread over four pages suggesting that writing paper was more 

readily available. 



The Register of Sasines 

L ike most of Cumbrae's population, we might appreciate that a weaver had little 
prospect of 'owning' land under normal circumstances. The Monarch owned the 
land and administered it through vassals, generally distinguished by titles such as 

Baron, Earl, or Marquis. These 'lairds' held responsibilities, obligations, and loyalty 
toward the Monarch. It is also apparent that some of these vassals 'feued' land to 
others, thereby creating vassals who then owed allegiance to the laids.   

Historically, the island of Cumbrae was effectively 'owned' either by the Earl of Glasgow 
or the Marquis of Bute and their descendants. To overcome the housing shortage, 

Andrew Crawford developed a plan with the assistance of the Marquis. The Feu Plan of 
1779 was undertaken to 'feu' land to house the increased number of mariners necessary 
to crew the new revenue cutter, the Royal George. The Scottish Register of Sasines 
records that Margaret Wright's grandfather, Alexander Wright, a weaver on Cumbrae, 
was seised Tenement No. 40 as part of the Millport Feu Plan. Then, how was a weaver 
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The birth record of Samuel Ford and Margaret Wright’s ten children are spread out over two pages of the 
Cumbrae birth register.  Page 15 of the OPR birth register documents the first five of ten children born and 

shows the distinct gap where Samuel Ford’s birth would have been noted.



seised property ostensively earmarked for the Royal George mariners? I address this 
matter in a forthcoming publication.    

Those so 'feued' became known as 'feuars'. Through the Register of Sasines, feuars 
could pass on land and the building thereon to their eldest son as 'inheritor'. 
Importantly, when life was precarious at best, being a feuar meant that one had security 
over the dwelling in which they lived. From census data and valuation rolls records, it is 
apparent that Samuel Ford, and after his death in 1836, his wife, Margaret, had access 
to property under the Feu Plan.  

Under the law of primogeniture, a sasine was inherited; the inheritance could only be 
passed to the eldest living male. In the ordinary course of events, the sasine seised to 
Alexander would have been inherited by his eldest son, William, born in 1761. However, 
a search of the Scottish OPRs fails to identify William Wright following his birth in 1761. 
The Scottish Register of Sasines documents Tenement No. 40 as being seised to William 
Wright, Alexander Wright's grandson, on 23 May 1842, not his natural heir and son, 
Robert Wright. There is no record of Robert Wright in the Register of Sasines. At the time 
(1842), William Wright is recorded as a Customhouse boatman at the port of Greenwich, 
which tends to suggest that he followed his father, Robert Wright, into the 'preventative 
service.' Notably, the property was seised to William Wright by Clare Constat, a legal 
term denoting 'a deed executed by a subject superior 'for the purpose of completing the 
title to the lands held by the deceased heir.'  It is apparent that Robert Wright had died 
in the interim, and Tenement No. 40 passed to the next legitimate heir, William Wright.      

  

Missing Records 

T here is a distinct gap in the record concerning Samuel Ford's birth that remains 
unfilled despite the advent of ten children born over some eighteen years and begs 
for some resolution. The gap convinces me that the expected information was such 

that it was not unknown, that the necessary details would eventually be supplied and 
added to the register. If Samuel did not know the details of his birth, and many in his 
era didn't, then there was no reason to leave a gap in the first place. Perhaps the 
minister or the Sessions Clerk simply forgot. Yet, in a small, well-knit community, such 
a matter need not be a trifle.   

The fact that the gap remains is perhaps a symbolic gesture, much like the word 'feuar' 
inscribed on Samuel Ford's memorial. Maybe the gap is saying something that Samuel 
did not wish revealed, something which might have been detrimental to his position in 
the community.      
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Additionally, Samuel Ford and Margaret Wright's marriage record might have helped 
trace Samuel Ford because the Sessions Clerk often records a place of birth. I also 
contacted the North Ayrshire Heritage Centre thinking that the local historical 
knowledge might unlock the impasse but received this response;  

…  there was not a record of a marriage between Samuel Ford and Margaret Wright in the 
Bute Old Parish marriages. 

Unfortunately, no such description exists, although the date of their marriage would 
have been a year or two before the birth of their first child in 1818, say 1815-17. 
Christian names or forenames can also help identify family members as often such 
names follow a distinct pattern. While we do not know Samuel Ford's parents, we can 
make a calculated guess from the names of his children. If the traditional naming 
pattern had been followed, Samuel's parents would have been Robert and Mary Ford. 
Despite searching the Scottish, English and Welsh archives, I can find no reference to a 
Samuel Ford connected with Cumbrae. The only documented information concerning 
Samuel Ford confirms that he appears on Cumbrae, works as a quarrier, marries 
Margaret Wright, whose father, Robert Wright, served as a mariner on the local revenue 
cutter, and over twenty-odd years raises ten children and dies bearing the prodigious 
title of 'feuar.'  The only realistic alternative as to the origins of Samuel Ford is that he 
has Irish heritage. 

But the Irish records are just as daunting, with many missing or destroyed. To date, I 
cannot satisfactorily locate the parents of Samuel Ford in Ireland, although it would 
seem there are more 'Fords' in Ireland than in Scotland. However, I did find a reference 
to a Samuel Ford and a John Ford in the 1848 valuation record recorded as living and 
working on a 78-acre farm in the Parish of Kilmeen in the townland of Knockea, about 
seven miles west of Ballinscarty.   However, I cannot establish any tangible link with the 
person Samuel Ford living on Cumbrae in 1815. Still, the consistency of names, places, 
and religion (Samuel Ford was Protestant), indicates some similarity and, given the lack 
of any Scottish or English ancestry, tends to support it.  

Another aspect to consider is that Ford's family name is distinctly English in origin. No 
data suggests that Samuel Ford was of Irish extraction.   Therefore, it is feasible that 
either Samuel Ford, or his ancestors, were probably part of the notorious ‘plantations' 
process. As a result, English tenant farmers were imported to work these farms, 
supposedly to 'Anglicise' the Irish. It is plausible that Samuel Ford's ancestors were part 
of these 'plantations.'      

The Ford Memorial notes that Samuel died aged fifty suggesting the year of his birth 
year as 1786. But 'fifty' is a nebulous figure indicating perhaps that a definitive date is 
unknown. The missing recorded on the birth certificate perhaps supports this 
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assumption.   We also know from the Scottish archives that between 1783 and 1794, a 
tax was imposed for registering a birth, death, or marriage, which encompasses the year 
of Samuel Ford birth, 1786. However, a registration tax would not have restricted other 
family members from registering his birth outside of these dates. It is also improbable 
that Samuel was unaware of his parents' names or birth year.          

The fact that the gap remains is perhaps a symbolic gesture, much like the word 'feuar' 
inscribed on a burial memorial. Maybe the gap is saying something that Samuel Ford 
could not reveal, something which might have been detrimental to his position in the 
community.      

Naming Traditions 

Children's Christian or forenames often reflect social relations and integration 
within a community. Christian, or forenames, were as imperative as the family 
name. Practically, names gave people a sense of place within the family and local 

villages or towns. This connection is worth addressing as forenames can readily assist in 
identifying parents and confirming relationships. 

Traditionally, Christian names across Britain followed a particular social convention 
that acknowledged one's patrilineal and matrilineal lineage. Several patterns exist, but 
the first three 'names' are generally fixed.  

The pattern follows; 

The first son's name follows his father's father. 
The second son's name follows his mother's father. 
The third son's name follows his father. 

The first daughter's 
name follows after 
h e r m o t h e r ' s 
mother. 
T h e s e c o n d 
daughter 's name 
follows her father's 
mother. 
The third daughter's 
name follows her 
mother. 
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Can we not, therefore, trace Samuel Ford's lineage through the names of his children? 
Indeed, this process is helpful to the genealogist in confirming the paternal and 
maternal records, but can it be applied to Samuel Ford's family?   
To recap the Ford births on Cumbrae; 

Janet 1816,  
Mary 1818,  
Robert 1820,  
Margaret 1822,  
Peter 1824,  

William 1826, 
Susannah 1828,  
John 1830,  
Samuel 1832, 
James 1834. 

I begin with Samuel's daughters.  

The eldest female, Janet, follows Margaret Wright's mother's name, Janet Wright 
(mother's mother).  
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The third daughter, Margaret, is named after her mother, Margaret Wright, again 
following the established pattern.  

Following the tradition, the second daughter, Mary, would be named after Samuel's 
mother (father's mother), i.e., Mary Ford. As we cannot identify Samuel's parents, we 
cannot confirm that Mary was named after Samuel's mother.    

What of Samuel's sons?   

As the eldest son, Robert would typically be named after Samuel's father, Robert. 
Robert, however, also happens to be the name of  Margaret Wright's father, Robert 
Wright. Unfortunately, despite trawling through the Scottish archives, I cannot find any 
reference to a Robert Ford, who would fit with Samuel Ford, born c.1786, living on 
Cumbrae.  

The second male child born is named Peter, which does not follow the pattern. Perhaps 
Peter was so named as to avoid the prospect of two children named Robert; one named 
after Samuel's father (first son, father's father) and one named after Margaret's family 
(second son, mother's father). But after whom was Peter named? To date, I can find no 
viable explanation. 

If the naming pattern were to be followed, the third son would be named Samuel, after 
his father, but this is not the case; the third male child is named William. It is distinctly 
evident that Samuel avoided naming his third son Samuel. But why?   

Further, if the names Peter and William do not follow the established naming pattern, 
how confident are we that the first son, Robert, followed the traditional pattern and is 
therefore named after Samuel's father?     

But maybe I am overthinking the issue. Could it be that I am trying to squeeze the Ford 
family into a genealogical box that did not exist? What if the naming of children did not 
necessarily follow the established pattern but perhaps reflected something else, some 
other aspect within the Cumbrae community?   

To test this theory, I tried an experiment.   I collected all the forenames of the sons and 
daughters of those who served on the Royal George revenue cutter. This list extended 
over some twenty pages of the OPRs. From the names of the children of fourteen 
families, a total of eighty-nine children, I constructed a 'word cloud' which reflects, in a 
visual manner, the predominance of inputted names.  

Immediately I noticed that Margaret is by far the most dominant name, followed by 
Janet, James, John, and Elizabeth, and then Alexander, Robert, Mary, and Jean. There 
is also William and, significantly, Peter.   
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The names Margaret, Janet, James, John, Robert, Mary, and Peter happen to be the 
names of seven of the children born to Samuel and Margaret Ford. Of course, such an 
illustration might reflect the wider Scottish community. A more detailed study would be 
needed to establish any didactic data. What is evident from this simple illustration is the 
semblance of forenames that dominated the community of Cumbrae.   

I also suspected that the pattern of names generated in this sample might symbolize the 
cohort of families connected to the revenue cutter, the Royal George. As we will find out, 
perhaps the crew of the revenue cutter had good reason to feel they were a privileged 
group within the broader community of Cumbrae. 

But to return to the identification of Samuel Ford's parents. If the naming pattern was 
followed, we could reasonably be assured that Samuel Ford's parents were named 
Robert and Mary. Sadly, even armed with this information, I cannot find any reference 
to Samuel Ford, born to Robert and Mary Ford, or Foord, in the OPRs. Therefore, I am 
convinced that the names of Samuel Ford's family probably did not follow established 
tradition.   

 An Irish Connection 

As forenames are significant in establishing genealogical connections, what might 
the names of the Ford family establish? I thought I would undertake a similar 
exercise with the ancestors of Henry Ford (the founder of the Ford Motor 

Company) and Samuel Ford's family. The genealogy of Henry Ford's ancestors in Ireland 
is readily accessible online. 

Of interest is that the names of Mary, William, and Samuel are predominant across both 
families. Again, it does not necessarily satisfy a statistician but perhaps indicates some 
similarity with Samuel Ford's family. 

However, many people named Ford are recorded in both Northern Ireland and the 
Republic of Ireland. It appears the case that there are far more 'Fords' in Ireland than in 
Scotland. My point in drawing attention to the famous motor car producer's family is not 
to establish any kinship connection but to demonstrate the similarity of names 
associated with geographic locations.    

To identify an ancestor, we need three reference points: a name, a date, and a place. We 
have a name, Samuel Ford, and Samuel's birth date, c1786, but that is all. I have 
employed the 'word cloud' concept in Henry Ford's genealogy located in County Cork to 
gain the extra point of reference.    
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My inputs in the above examples have been limited but what I have found interesting is 
that 'names' are parochial and reflect both community and social relationships. When 
mobility was generally limited to how far one could walk, 'names' were contiguous 
within a localized area. In other words, names can be utilized as geographical markers. 
As outlined earlier, the pattern of forenames in Ireland follows the general practice 
across the UK. Still, the exercise raises the question: Is there any geographical 
connection between the Ford family living on Cumbrae with Ford in Ireland? Again, 
history proves essential. 

Ballinascaty 

T o appreciate any connection between Samuel Ford and the ancestors of Henry 
Ford, we need to consider the history of the Irish Plantations. 

The 'plantations' have long and bloody antiquity dating back before the 1600s. However, 
following the Tudor conquest of Ireland in the sixteenth century, which essentially broke 
the power of the Irish Chiefdoms, a plan to Anglicise the country under English rule was 
put into practice. The intent of Anglicising the population resulted in a strategy to grant 
confiscated land to 'gentlemen undertakers' who were given wide-ranging freedoms but 
were otherwise banned from using Irish workers. The undertakers 'transplanted' English 
tenant farmers and labourers into Ireland to fill the void. The practise became known as 
the 'plantations.' 

Historically, Henry Ford's ancestors are recorded as tenant farmers living in 
Ballinascarthy (Béal na Scairte) dating back to the 1700s. Like many other English 
families of that era, Henry Ford's ancestry; 
  

… goes back to the early 700s when Thomas Ford and his brothers arrived as tenant 
farmers in West Cork from Somerset in England.48  

A further reference notes; 

William Ford (1826–1905) was born in County Cork, Ireland, to a family originally from 
western England. He was probably among migrants to Ireland as the English created 
plantations.49 

Significantly, it was also from the western corner of England where; 
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The Ford name in Somerset dates back to the 13th century. It is probably that tenants by 
that name came to Cork in Ireland in 1585 as part of the Protestant settlement, which 
suggests that Samuel Ford's grandparents were historically part of the plantation process.   

Apart from the death and destruction inflicted on Ireland, the legacy of the plantation 
process has meant that family names now represented 'a mixture of Irish, Anglo-
Norman and English influence'.  Given that Henry Ford's genealogy has held together, 
the same may well apply to the heritage of Samuel Ford, thereby confirming an earlier 
English origin.   
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The shaded area marks the 
townland of Knockea lying to 
the west of Ballinascaty while 
the record (below) identifies a 
Samual and John Ford living 
in Knockea in 1848. National 

Archives Ireland. 

The close proximity of 
Knockea to the hometown of 

Henry Ford’s father at 
Ballinascarty in the days 

before motorised transport  
suggests the area has some  

connected with the family 
name Ford.



I have found a reference to a Samuel Ford and a John Ford living and working on a 78-
acre farm in the Parish of Kilmeen in the townland of Knockea, about seven miles west 
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Map of the Firth of Clyde estuary with the major cities marked.  In 1800 the Isles of Bute, 
Arran, Greater and Little Cumbrae where part of Buteshire.  The Cukmbraes became part 
of Aryshire in 1971. 



of Ballinscarty, in an 1848 valuation record. However, I cannot find evidence to establish 
any direct connection to the more famous Henry Ford family. Again, I am not suggesting 
any direct link but the consistency of names, places, and religion. We know that the 
ancestors of Henry Ford's family were Protestants.   

Such being the case, the record supports the case that the name Ford, in this instance, 
was not of Gaelic heritage and more reasonably connected with Protestant England. 

If Samuel Ford was born in Ireland, he was born into a family that was neither 
welcomed nor wanted by the Irish. Living in a country torn by continual political unrest, 
overt sectarianism, and endless famine cycles must have been as confronting as 
intimidating. Many fled Ireland for Glasgow or Liverpool, while others went west to 
America, as did Henry Ford's father. Samuel Ford found his way to nearby Cumbrae. 
How he came to Cumbrae may well prove interesting. 

As the Industrial Revolution cranked up on the opposite side of the Irish Sea, many fled 
Ireland for Glasgow and Liverpool. For some, there were other alternatives to escape 
death and deprivation. How Samuel Ford escaped is open to speculation, but accepting 
the prevalence of smuggling across the Irish Sea and along the Clyde, the relationship 
between the Wright family and the fortunes of the crew of the Royal George, it is perhaps 
the case that a smuggler and a revenue cutter have a connection worth the telling.  
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Painting, The Royal George 1780. Courtesy of North 
Ayrshire Heritage Council.  The fact that insignias are 

flying indicates that the vessel is attached to the 
revenue service.  The vessel follows the traditional sail 
plan but with a square sail at the stern.  The date of the 
painting conforms the presence of the Royal George on 
Cumbrae in 1780.  The painting depicts a ketch rigged 
vessel which is at odd with the accepted description 
that the Royal George was a cutter.  It sail away from 

the island in 1820 and it is probably the case that 
Robert Wright was part of the crew. 

Birth record of Mary Castle born to Charles Castle, 
Cumbrae 1831.  

Below, marriage Daniel McKirby and Mary Castle.

This painting was created around 1881 by 
Joseph Hereto Retch of London from a 
watercolour drawing made about 1780 
which was long in the possession of Mrs 
Daniel McKirdy, Milepost [Millport], whose 
father, Charles Castello [Castle] was the 
cutter's Steward and who died in Cumbrae 
1804. The whereabouts of the original 
painting is not known. 

The painting shows a ketch rigged sailing 
ship with her sails set. A Union Jack is flying 
from her boom and an ensign from her rear.  
A long streamer is flying from the top of her 
main mast. The ship is towing behind it a 
small dinghy. An inscription in the top left 
hand corner reads The Royal George Cutter, 
(illegible), Commander. 

The revenue cutter Royal George was the 
customs boat that served the Clyde from 
around 1780 to around 1820. It was based 
at Milepost on the island of Great Cumbrae. 
Its Commander was James Crawford and its 
Mate was Archibald Retch. The cutter was 
about 250 Tons, carried 16 guns and was 
manned by a crew of about 60 men, mostly 
natives of Cumbrae.

The Royal George
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Painting of H.M. revenue cutter Prince 
George on its way to Sydney Australia in 

1833. Artist, W.J. Higgins marine painter to 
His Majesty.

Although the ‘preventative cutters’ where 
initially merchant ship design they evolved into 
a distinct design. The English revenue cutters 
basically followed a similar design and carried 

one mast.  The sail plan was fore and aft 
rigged but carried cross yards allowing the 
setting of square sails for better down wind 

performance.  They had a distinctly long 
bowsprit which could carry as many as three 
jibs allowing for better windward performance 
and manoeuvrability. The ‘cutters’ were gaff 

rigged allowing for a top sail to be set. 

The image of the Prince George shows the 
main and top sail set along with the main and 

top foresails.  

The model of a revenue cutter below shows a 
mainsail and top foresail and two flying jibs.  

The diagram shows a two mast vessel but the 
terminology is the same.

Know your ship 
Cutters were not only the vessel of the choice of customs and excise but also for smugglers.  
They were fast and manoeuvrable and their ability to sail upwind made them formidable.  It is 
often the case that English boatyards built the distinctive craft both for the government and for 
smugglers, sometimes alongside one another.  



A Ship Has Been Sighted: The Story of Samuel Ford 

This is the story of Samuel Ford, my great-great-grandfather. While the circumatstances 
are open to question the names are those of real people who lived on Cumbrea at the 
time.  
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Bendigo, Victoria, Australia, 1915 
 

James Ford was dying.  He lay on his bed, propped up with pillows and cushions, 
surrounded by family and his closest friends.  Beyond the bedroom, shuttered 

against the burning heat pouring down on a dry and baking Bendigo, James could hear 
his two daughters, Janet and Mollie, busying themselves in the kitchen.   

It was more than a little crowded in his small cottage.  Spotlessly maintained now by his 
daughters since the passing of Elizabeth, his wife, James had lived his life simply, some 
might say frugally.  But then, ten thousand miles away on a small island in the middle 
of the Clyde, life had been necessarily frugal.  James cleared his mind. He had one last 
duty to perform.  Uncomfortable as he was, he read the document he had only recently 
dictated.  All seemed in order.  The last will and testament of James Ford of 64 Wills 
Street, Bendigo. 
   
For some thirty-six years, Wills Street, his home, had been his refuge from the outside 
world just as Cumbrae had been a refuge for his father.  But that was, what, some 
seventy-odd years ago.  For a moment, images of his mother, Grandma Ford, as she was 
affectional known, flashed across his mind.  He tried to wrestle up an image of his 
father, Samuel Ford, but to no avail.  Even as James gazed at the document in front of 
him, he wondered, would anyone discover, guess at his father's secret?  Probably not; it 
was not something of interest for those embarking on a new life halfway around the 
globe from a small island in the middle of the Clyde.  After all, he had all but been sworn 
to secrecy and, like his father, could not overtly make reference to that life.  It was a 
closed book, but it would have made a good story.   
     
Slowly and with a steady hand, well stable enough for one in pain and nearing eighty, he 
picked up the pen and signed the document.  Then, wearily handing it to his hovering 
friends, he waved his hand.  Robert, his son, responded and benevolently ushered his 
friends out of the cramped bedroom.  The room now empty, James allowed himself the 
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luxury of thinking.  He needed some breathing space.  Dying was hard work, as hard as 
any he had done, and he had done some hard work in his time.  And hard work was 
something his father, a quarrier, had also endured for years on Cumbrae. 

His father, Samuel.  Aye, now there was a story.  Not that these younger ones would 
understand, of course.  Janet, his eldest daughter, was a bit like his mother, stoic with 
precious little time for fools and would not have tolerated his father's choices in life.  
Mary, his youngest, on the other hand, was more outgoing involving herself in various 
charities in Bendigo and beyond.  She might have understood, but being immersed in a 
myriad of organisations, all to do with the war effort, she would not have been interested 
in the activities of some half-forgotten island thousands of miles away.  
  
Robert?  No, he loved his job as a single man in the railways and his family and his 
rowing club.  His second daughter, Margaret, had married Lt. Col. William Kinsey 
Bolton, a Gallipoli veteran and now a Member of the Legislative Council, and was rightly 
involved with her husband's affairs and family.   

In hindsight, perhaps he should have written something down, some sort of story.  But 
that was water under the bridge.  An opportunity to reconnect with the family's roots  
gone.  Maybe things should be left as they are.  Perhaps that is the way of life.  Yet 
James idly wondered if somewhere the story might eventually surface but not here and 
not now even as the images of Cumbrae continued to play across his mind. 

James smiled.  Hand not Ole’ Man Hunter cautioned him on his tenth birthday, the day 
when he learned the truth about his father.  'Times are a changing,' the old man had 
said.  'Yer cannot stay in Millport forever.  The days of smuggling are going.  Aye, they 
still talk a lot about the old days down at the George, but that's whisky doing the 
talking.  Finish yer education then git an apprenticeship, like yer brother William.  Then 
you can move out to the colonies.  That's where men are needed.'   

Well, Old Man Hunter had been proved right.  The days of smuggling had gone, but then 
Ireland had been worse, much worse.  
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Millport, Cumbrae, Scotland 1844 
 

Millport and the three-storied tenement on Stuart Street had been James Ford's 
home before moving to Kilmarnock and working alongside his brother, William, as 

a wright.  Aye, a crowded house it had been.  After his father died, his mother took in 
lodgers, and together with his brothers and sisters, it had been the place where there 
was little privacy but much warmth.  In the latter years of his life, it was only now that 
James enjoyed the luxury of a private room.   

But he had no grudges against the crowded living.  His mother cooked and fed her 
children and two other men, both masons and another young family.  They had to eat in 
shifts.  The first sitting was for the lodgers, and after the table was cleared, there was 
room for his mother and the rest of the family.  It was a boisterous environment.  But 
his mother's tongue, which could be both cold and warm, sharp and kind, almost at the 
same time, kept family arguments constrained.   

They all had chores.  His sisters were responsible for the washing and ironing while he 
and his brothers ran errands or pulled the small hand cart around Millport and the 
island, gathering wood and coal for the kitchen stove and the single fireplace.  There 
were always some coals left on the jetty after the coal boat arrived, and it was a race to 
see who among the island's children got there first.  There was also a small vegetable 
garden where moths left holes in the cabbages and rabbits chopped off seedlings and 
what the rabbits missed the chickens had a meal.  Still, there'd been time for fishing 
and thinking between schooling and chores.            

James Ford's tenth birthday in 1844 marked not only his attainment of double figures, 
always a big occasion for the growing youth of Millport, but also the chance to confront 
the missing gaps in his past. 
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His father had died in 1836, just shy of James' second birthday.  The result was that 
James had never known his father other than a vague, shadowy figure that existed 
mainly at the margins of his mind.  His mother had referred to his father from time to 
time, but such references only confirmed the idea that he was not being told the real 
story.  He had heard rumours, the tiny island of Cumbrae on the Firth of Clyde being 
alive with words, whispers, and tales.  No, James wanted more than rumour, and at the 
age of ten, he was old enough to confront the truth.  But whom to trust with such a 
mission? 

When the revenue service had withdrawn the Royal George from operations in 1820, 
many pensioned off remained in Millport.  Of those who remained, John Wood, one time 
bos'n of the Royal George revenue cutter, would have been the one to approach.  John 
Wood often dropped into the Ford residence where he talked to his mother about the 
days of the revenue cutter but never said much to James about such matters.  But he 
could tell stories.  More affectionately known as Woody by the youth of Millport, he 
would have them hanging on every word as he told of his endless stories of the sea, of 
smugglers, and the activities of the revenue cutter.  He had overhanging bushy eyebrows 
from under which peered two deep blue eyes that fixed and engaged his listeners as he 
yarned away many an hour.  But it was not the yarns that were of concern for James 
now.  He wanted to know the story of his father, Samuel Ford, the real story.  And on 
this tenth birthday, James felt it was time to fill in some of the gaps his father had left 
behind. 

Even so, thought James, John Wood probably would not have told him what he really 
wanted to know despite all the yarns.  The other man who might know was James Orr.  
He had worked alongside his father for years in the quarry.  Given the time they had 
spent together surely, he would know something of his father.  Yet James was hesitant 
to approach Mr. Orr, recognising that men working together for years shared stories, 
often not for repeating.  He had considered asking his mother, but she may not have 
known the whole story anyway.  Besides, whenever the topic of the old Royal George was 
mentioned, his mother would quickly change the subject. James suspected that 
something existed between his grandfather, Robert Wright, his mother, and the revenue 
cutter, a subject in which he had no part.  He could have asked any number of the 
womenfolk with whom he met while running daily errands for his mother, but James, 
having already formed the opinion women seldom knew the real lives of their menfolk, 
had dismissed this thought from his mind.  But there was someone, nearing his nineties 
now, who may well know the story, and it was to this particular tenement he found 
himself making. 

Thomas Hunter lived along Stuart Street, not far from the Ford residence.  He, too, was 
a pensioner, having served on the revenue cutter for most of his life alongside James' 
grandfather and would surely know something of his father's life.  Unlike the outgoing 
Mr. Wood, Thomas Hunter kept mainly to himself but was always ready with a quick 
smile for a young James if he happened along. 

Thomas Hunter rarely spoke of his days on the Royal George, yet he could join in the 
crowd of the old cutter crew and the hardened quarry labourers in the aptly named 
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Royal George on Saturday nights.  It was not that he was unfriendly, just that he was 
different from the others who regularly met at the 'change house.'  The community of 
Millport had thought he was somewhat aloof.  Still, James suspected that behind such 
appearance might lay a boredom that only the sea could relieve, a silence that only a 
friend might dare invade.  Yet his solitude seemed to add a dimension that spoke of 
trust, that he knew things of which he would not speak, and it was this aspect that 
drew James towards the old man's front door. 

As he rapped on the door, secured against the winter winds, these and a hundred other 
thoughts raced through James' mind.  What could the old man know, and would he be 
likely to tell what he knew to a ten-year-old?  It was not that James was particularly 
afraid, more cautious.  Millport was a close-knit community where no one unnecessarily 
spoke ill of another.  With these thoughts darting about in his head, he became aware of 
the door opening.   

A Sailor's Yarn 

It was old man Hunter who broke the silence. 

'Well, Now, if it's not Mr James Ford.  Now, what could ye be a-wanting?  Come in, come 
in'. 

Hunter beckoned James inside.  Studiously looking at the young visitor, he added, 'It 
would be the kitchen I think best.  It being quieter there.' 

So James followed the bulk of the old man down the passage that led to the warm 
kitchen.  Hunter's house was much like his own, crowded and noisy.  Yet the kitchen, 
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after the evening meal had been cleared away, was now a sanctuary from the household 
commotion going on elsewhere.  Here the old man's tidiness was apparent, all 
shipshape.  Even though he lived in a house filled with a large extended family, 
everything was in its place, even as the kitchen had that well and often used feel about 
it. 

'Now sit yer'self down.'  James obediently sat on the chair that was obviously the lesser-
used while the old man settled in the head of the table chair as Mrs Hunter appeared.  

'Hello, James.  And a Happy Birthday to ye'.   
James rose off the chair, 'Hello Mrs. Hunter and thank ye.'   

'Now, just sit yourself down, James.'  She quickly looked at her husband and added, 'I'm 
sure you men have things to talk about.' 

She took off her apron and hung it over the back of a chair before taking one more look 
at her husband.  'I'll be in the sitting room,' then she left, closing the door as she made 
her way out of the kitchen. 

'Methinks a cup of tea might be in order.'   

The Old Man picked up two cups and saucers, making a quick inspection of the items, 
ensuring the family's younger members had cleaned them after dinner.  James' mother 
would do the same, and whoever was on kitchen duty for the week would be given extra 
chores should she find some fault with the washing up.  Satisfied with the inspection, 
the old man set them on the table. 
James suddenly found himself tongue-tired as the old man busied himself with tea 
making from the constant boiling kettle atop the wrought iron stove.  Sensing his 
silence, the old man continued over his shoulder, 'Och, Aye, it's your tenth birthday 
aright you being a man an' all.  But methinks ye might have something on yer mind, Mr. 
Ford?' 

Again James warmed with the use of the word Mister.  

'Aye, Sir, Mr Hunter.' 

'Double figures eh?  A milestone in anyone's life'. 

The old man bought the teapot to the table.  Turning the teapot several times, he looked 
at James. 

'Well, now, let me guess, this not being exactly a social visit.  You being ten year old yer 
might be wanting to ask about yer father methinks'. 

How did he know that wondered James? 

'Aye, Mr. Hunter.'  James paused for a bit.  'It's just that, I hear things about me Pa.' 
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'And call me Thomas; we being men an all.' 

'Aye Sir.  Ah, Thomas, thank ye'.   

The old man set his gaze on James. 
  
'I'll tell you what I know of yer father but you cannot go around telling all of Millport.  
This is between me and thee, and yer father'.   

James nodded in consent.  'How did father come to Millport?  He has no family here.  I 
don't have a grandpa or a grandma like most others.' 

Well, No, ye don't.  Yer grandpa, Robert, went wi' the old Royal George.  That's when we 
got put on the pension.'  

The old man grinned.  'Well, those of us who were too old for moving,' he added. 

Although the revenue cutter had sailed away well before James had been born, he knew 
the story; he had heard it repeated often enough.  He was just sorry that it took his 
grandfather out of his life.     

The old man remained silent, and James felt anxious, waiting for a response, too 
frightened to say anything.  The lull lingered as Thomas poured the tea.  Then slowly, he 
looked intently at James. 

'James, you will learn eventually, but you have to understand that there are things 
better left unsaid.  There are some things men just don't talk about'. 

James felt crushed and bit his lip, focusing on the tea in front of him to hide his 
disappointment.  He controlled an urge to turn and bolt out of the house, but he sensed 
there was something more to come. 

'Yer a' growing up James and yer father would have been proud of ye.  It's not that there 
is anything to be ashamed of in yer father's past.  It's just that men don't need to tread 
over past events.' 

The old man paused and turned slightly, and reached into the cupboard bringing out a 
bottle of whisky.  Without any more to do, he pulled the cork with an expert twixt and, 
before James could say anything, added a splash of the liquor to James tea before 
adding a dash to his own. 

'There now.  Y'r well on the way to being a man, and if you don't tell yer mother, neither 
will I'. 
Coaxed into the conspiracy, James could not help but smile.   
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The old man raised his cup and winked at James, 'Here's to yer James an' it'll keep the 
cold at bay.'  James followed and sipped the tea, a sailor's drink.   

Thomas' stubbled face was grey but warm as he gazed at James across the table.   

'Like y'self, yer father lost his father when he was about the age ye are now, about nine 
or ten if I recall aright.  Yer have to remember that Ireland is not like Millport'. 

The old man drank some tea before continuing. 

'Ye see James, Samuel's father, like most of us here on the island, was Presbyterian, not 
Catholic.' 

James nodded.  He knew of the difference that existed between children who attended 
different churches.  There had been jokes and the odd fight at times, but James, those 
who went to other churches all loved fishing.  And James was not unaware of the issues 
as the Schoolmaster, Mr. Griegor, had the older members of the class read from the 
Glasgow Herald several times each week. 

'Now, this may not mean much hereabouts, but in Ireland, it was the cause of riots and 
rebellion.  Yer see, all Samuel's father had was a few acres of land on which he had to 
grow enough food to keep his family and pay taxes and rent.  Not only were the taxes 
and rent high, but the continual burning of haystacks and stealing of livestock meant 
that there was never enough for the family.' 

James remained mute, trying to grapple with the steam of images flashing through his 
mind.  Land, taxes, family, burnings.  James was not unaware of what was happening 
in Ireland yet could not understand how the pieces fitted together with his father. 

'Why'?  It was a lame response, but it was all he could think of. 

'Hmmm … it all started long before yer father was born.  The Irish were kicked off their 
land which was then given to English overlords who in turn imported labourers from 
England to work that very same land'.     

It didn't make sense to a ten-year-old.   

'I know, I know, it doesn't make much sense, does it?  But the fact was that the Irish 
were not like the English and did not want them coming to Ireland and taking over their 
country.  So they rebelled, and any number of wars were fought, which the English 
inevitably won.  Each time there was a rebellion, more and more Irish land was claimed 
by the English. 
Suddenly James remembered something.  'You mean it was like what happened on the 
Highlands'? 
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'Ah, not quite the same but yer on track.  The Irish, who were Catholics, objected in the 
same way as the Highlanders.  Not that the English had no mind for objections where 
land was concerned'. 

James felt sympathy for the Irish but then how did his father fit into the picture. 

'I can see what yer thinking James.  Aye, many English tenants did join the Irish cause 
but of course, it was them that lost out in the next round of rebellion.  No matter what 
happened the tenant farmer lost out in the end'.   

James was about to say something but the Old Man held up his hand, signalling 
silence. 

'As I said, yer father, as was his father, were Presbyterian as most of us here on 
Cumbrae, and would often join the Irish in their cause.  In fact, the Presbyterians were 
treated much like the Catholics by their English lords with the result that they formed 
their own league of sorts to protect their property.  Now I'm guessing that Samuel's 
father was a bit like Samuel himself, not one prone to violence but things as they were, 
well … '  The old man trailed off.   

It was apparent he was deep in thought with a faraway look about him.  James held his 
tongue, waiting for Thomas to begin again, and took the silence as an opportunity to 
drink his tea.  The whisky, probably smuggled in from Ireland or the nearby Isle of 
Arran, was starting to warm him. 

'Where were we?  Aye, Ireland.  All of what I said is a way of understanding what comes 
next, James.  Ireland has a darkness about it yer father said.  He's right'.  

James did not quite know what to say.  Although there was plenty of talk around 
Millport about what was happening in Ireland, he struggled to imagine such a situation.         

'Now, mind yer, I only know what yer grandfather, told me.  As I said, yer father was not 
much for talking about what happened back in Ireland.  Anyway, apparently, when 
Samuel was about yer age, some men came to their small stone cabin one night and 
there was a lot of talk'.   

The old man paused, again searching for the words he knew would almost certainly fail 
a ten-year-old's understanding of the world.   

'Yer have to remember James, what impact taxes and tithes and rents had on the tenant 
farmers.  It was crippling.  And it was getting worse.  There was no way out.  Half the 
crop and animals were used to pay off these taxes which meant there was barely enough 
for a farmer and his family to live on.  If a crop failed, well, the upshot was that the 
farmers and their families starved.  My guess is that many had nothing to lose and 
along with the town folk rebelled and attacked the government.  Not that it did them 
much good 'cause the army responded by hanging the farmers, seizing livestock, and 
evicting them from their cabins.  It didn't matter if you were Catholic or Presbyterian, 
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the result was the same.  Now, I don't know if Samuel knew all of this himself.  But on 
this night, when the men called, he did hear some of their talk'. 

James sat, silent.  He was sure he was not going to like what was coming. 

'Now Samuel heard talk of shootings and farmers being killed and tortured.  Anyway, 
after some time, his father calls Samuel and tells him he has the responsibility to look 
after the farm for the next few days in his father's absence.   

James waited as the silence lingered.  When the old man spoke again, there was a 
difference in his voice.  

'Well, Samuel never saw his father again, nor those who had talked to his father.  A few 
days later, soldiers arrived and loaded his mother and his two sisters into a cart.  
Samuel had gone and hid himself somewhere.'      

The silence hung in the kitchen like a winter fog, heavy and suffocating, not helped by 
the old man's pipe he was now busying himself relighting.  James knew what it was like 
without a father.  After lighting his pipe, Thomas got up, ladled more water into the 
kettle, opened the firebox door, and carefully placed some coal pellets inside before 
closing the door quickly.  More smoke filled the kitchen.  Settling himself in his chair 
again, he took a sip from his tea.  

Questions had been flooding James' mind.  'What happened?'  he asked quietly, already 
dreading the answer. 

'What happened?  I don't know,' replied the old man.  'Yer father never spoke about such 
matters, well, not least to me.  He might have told yer grandfather, but he never said 
anything.' 

He paused as he looked at James, perhaps satisfying himself that the young man could 
take what would come next.   

'Ye see James, yer father was well-liked hereabouts and he was a good man, and we all 
respected his silence.  But I can guess what happened to his father was a bit more than 
he could bare.  Ye see tenant farmers armed only with pitchforks and lumps of wood are 
no match for musket fire from disciplined soldiers.  If what I have said is anywhere near 
the truth it almost certain that Samuel's father was killed in some rebellious cause.  
And, James, we cannot judge the actions of men about which we know little.  It is 
fortunate that Samuel, yer father, was not a little older as he would have been certainly 
involved'. 

James had heard stories and was aware of the darker rumblings that came out of that 
unhappy isle across the channel.           

Eager to move on, James asked, 'How did father come to Millport?' 
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Hunter shifted in his chair. His voice changed, a brighter more ernest note, or was it a 
chuckle James had detected.  

'Now that I can tell thee.  I was there that day.  It was not long after we took delivery of 
the new gaff-rigged cutter, the Royal George.  The ol' Cumbrae Wherry was small and 
nible. We were supposed to be the revenue service.  Ha!  The free traders had better and 
fleeter craft.  Even a yawl, well handled, could sail rings around us.  Besides,' he added 
with a wink at James, 'we really didn't want to catch too many.  Ye see James, men have 
to live and if they did a little smuggling to keep themselves alive and their familes fed 
then we could see no real harm.' 

'I've heard stories.'  Of course, James had heard stories of people who 'watched the wall' 
as the 'free traders' went by and the times when the crew of the Royal George had not 
acted exactly as preventative service, more as collaborators   

'But things changed,' the old man added.  'The government stepped in and started up 
the Revenue Service.  Got rid of the old contracted captain and crew.  Some of the crew 
were laid off, but yer grandfather, Robert, and me-self were lucky and were kept on'.                  

Secure from the outside, Hunter's kitchen was more a warm and friendly grotto immune 
from the world's ugliness outside and far from Ireland.  The whisky and smoke cast 
their spell.  All James could hear was the old man's melodious voice and the wind 
rattling at the door. 

And as Old Man Hunter talked on, James followed as the pictures painted by the old 
man's story passed in a parade across his mind. 

'It was the twenty-seventh, December 1834.  That I recall.  Aye, it was a bit of a wind 
that night all right, on the night you were born', Hunter was saying as James was 
transported back in time.   
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Millport, Cumbrae, Scotland 1834 

More precisely, it was six days after the winter solstice of 1834 when the tenements 
along Stuart Street Millport were being battered by wind and spray as another 

front moved in from the Atlantic, across the Irish Sea, and up the wide and open 
estuary.  The waves, whipped up by the wind at the top of a spring tide, unleashed their 
fury against the rocky shore sending spay into the air that rained down on the dwellings 
facing the sea.  And if one could see between the walls of stinging spray whipping across 
Stuart Street, one might have seen the small figure detached itself from one of the 
tenements.  It was late evening, and the light that slipped through tenement curtains 
cast an eerie glow over the scene as a lad dashed from doorway to doorway dodging 
spume and spindrift.  Ahead lay the Royal George Hotel, and it was Saturday night, and 
a young Bill (William) Ford had an urgent message to deliver. 

Inside were the old crew of the revenue cutter secured from the elements raging outside.  
Apart from a lone watchman sheltered somewhere out of sight and out of the biting wind 
and spray, the rest of Millport were either indoors huddled over the fire or safely inside 
the ‘change-house’.  Which, in turn, meant both his father, Samuel Ford, and the rest of 
the quarriers and mariners would be enjoying a mixture of whisky, tobacco, talk and 
good humour.  It was always a lively mix when seamen and labourers got together on 
Saturday nights. However, amid the talk and the mirth, if one might have been 
observant, they would have noticed that Samuel Ford was keeping a weathered eye on 
the door now secured against wind and spray.  In the days before telephones, messages 
were hand-delivered.  And it was through the door that young Bill Ford burst, and all 
lively conversation ceased as eyes centred on the wet and dripping figure standing 
before them. 

The silence inside was only heightened by the sound of spray dashing itself against the 
solid stone walls of the inn.  Despite his bulk, Samuel Ford moved swiftly to his son, 
placing a large callous hand on the lad's shoulder as he anxiously implored his son's 
face. 
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'It's a boy'.  Bill said it loud enough so everyone could hear, for he too understood that 
otherwise strong men can suddenly become weak where such issues are concerned.  
But still, no one spoke.  'Mum's just fine,' he quickly added.  The 'change house' erupted 
in a combined sense of relief and joy.  After much back-slapping and the pouring of 
more liquor down thirsty throats, the conversation promptly settled on more relevant 
matters.    

Young Bill Ford, never one to miss the opportunity, grabbed a nearby unattended glass 
and drained the contents.  'Arran water,' good whisky from the Isle of Arran.  It would be 
a late night for the men of Millport, and with a bit of luck, his presence might go 
unheeded for a while.    

So it was that the birth of James Ford was announced to the world on the twenty-
seventh day of December 1834, just two years after the passing of the Scottish Reform 
Act of 1832.  Although James Ford was born in a new era when some men were entitled 
to have a say in their 'governance, men's business was still confined within the walls of 
the inn or battling the elements to keep a job and earn a wage.  Birthing was women's 
business.  So it was not until late that night when Samuel Ford first saw his newborn 
son.  

James Ford lay in the small wooded cot which had seen nine other siblings come and 
go.  Samuel looked inquiringly at his wife, who returned a smile full of understanding 
yet none of judgement.  He had been a good breadwinner.  But those years of toil at the 
quarry had taken their toll on him, and the winters had become more a test of 
endurance as anything else eased only by the steady supply of liquor.  Even as Samuel 
gazed at his son, he thought he would be lucky to see James through to his second 
birthday.  But first, he had to get James's birth recorded on the morrow.  The kirk 
would benefit from good French wine for the communion service, and there would be 
plenty left over to 'wet' James' head afterwards.    

Ha,' Thomas Hunter added for the benefit of his ten-year-old guest, 'yer see the tides in 
the firth had always seemed tricky for poor French sailors trying to smuggle goods into 
Glasgow under cover of night.'  He chuckled, enjoying the humour that the image of 
French smugglers struggling with vagaries of tide and wind in the firth bought to mind.  
They were easy pickings for a revenue cutter crew.  'Aye, the old crew would see the 
Sunday congregation right for the communion wine.'   

Sunday morning.  The wind had abated, and with his daughter, Janet now thankfully 
married and living in Glasgow and Mary, Margaret, along with Susanna, left at home 
looking after their mother and their new sibling, Samuel set off for church having given 
Robert, now aged fourteen, the responsibility of keeping the younger members of the 
family in line during the church service.  The island's womenfolk made comforting 
sounding comments concerning the new addition and the welfare of his wife.  Some of 
the men had a quick wink at him here and there.  Well, he was nearing fifty, and not a 
few comments came to him concerning his nocturnal habits.  But he always thought 
that Margaret was the sunlight that lit his day and the spark that warmed his nights.  
He could have done worse and was thankful for small mercies here in Millport.   
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Samuel had come to these Isles out of darkness across the water and was ever mindful 
that he was something of a stranger here.  It was not that Samuel Ford was ashamed of 
his past that he held his tongue.  It was just that he had been accepted on the island 
without question, which, in turn, questioned his own need to mull over that past. 

But now, as Sunday drew to a close, he was sitting on a crate on the quay head in front 
of the inn with a small yawl gently bumping and creaking against the side of the pier 
nudged by the restless waves.  In the chill of the late evening, the air was filled with the 
smell of the sea, whisky, and smoke from his friend’s pipe.  Ireland seemed both distant 
yet so uncomfortably close. 

'So it's to be James then?'   

Samuel shook his head to clear the images that always seem to follow him, images that 
materialised from across the channel. Samuel knew the meaning lying behind the 
question.    

'Aye, James it is.' 

Thomas Hunter was silent for a moment as he gauged what thoughts might be going 
through his friend's head.   

'So, still, naught to acknowledge ye own father'.   

It was more a question than a statement, in the hope perhaps that Samuel would 
change his mind for once and follow the accepted tradition. 

Samuel knew well what Thomas meant, his habit of avoiding naming his sons and 
daughters after his own family, thereby acknowledging his Irish heritage.  But how 
could he go back to that place?  Even thinking about those events which seemed to have 
happened only yesterday was like a festering boil.  The more one scratched the more the 
lesion bleed.     

'Now don't go racking up that past my friend' Thomas continued.  'Ye have nothing to be 
ashamed of.  Ireland is in the past.  Ye didn't belong there.  Yer belong here, here in 
Millport'. 

Thomas was right.  Samuel had not belonged in Ireland.  And here on Cumbrae, he had 
nothing to fear except the nagging thought that in some small way, he should 
acknowledge the debt he owed the island community.  And the only way Samuel could 
think of repaying that debt of trust was to name his sons and daughters after the 
island's mariners, those who had given him his freedom. It was a silent acknowledgment 
but one that would be understood by all without him having spoken a word. 

Personally, names for Samuel would have been a continual reminder of his ugly past, an 
even present image of things that were bleak and black.     
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He turned and looked at his old friend, 'Aye, yer right Thomas.  But, No.  It's going to be 
James.  A good name is it not'? 

Thomas knew well.  'James is fine Samuel.  A right royal name it is' he added with a 
smile and a wink.  No reference to royalty had been intended, and Samuel knew from 
Thomas' oblique acknowledgement there would be no breaking of confidences.       

Samuel stood and lifted the bulk of his frame from the crate.  'And now I must be getting 
back.  Early start tomorrow.  But thank ye'. 

It was at times like these that Samuel missed having a father while on his way back 
home it was the darker images of Ireland that evaded his mind.    

Somewhere in Ireland 1815 
 

Ireland?  For one thing, Samuel's family were not Catholic.  The other reason was his 
name; Ford, nothing Irish about Ford.  For most of his youth, Samuel had not thought 

about where he had come from, yet he knew he somehow did not belong in Ireland. 

Perhaps it was the whisky, perhaps it was the sense that Samuel had not all that long to 
live, but all this thinking took him back to when two men eyed each other over the 
gunwale of a boat and liked what they saw.  Aye, as his mind wandered back to another 
time and a different place, it was the sound of a carelessly handled whisky flask that 
had changed his life.  
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It had been a heedless moment, to be sure, and the sound would have carried far across 
the water in the stillness and silence of the morning.  With no wind and caught in the 
talons of the surrounding fog, the noise of a carelessly handled whisky flask falling on 
the wooden decking could only have signalled to the crew of the staking revenue cutter 
his position as assuredly as the motion on water attracts a circling sea eagle.  Without 
wind, his small craft would be no match for the cutter's crew once they took to the 
longboat.  'Fools', he thought, but perhaps the biggest fool was himself.  

Maybe it had been a folly from the start.  His senses told him the two men were 
simpletons at best.  Yet the need for money in the year 1814 overweighed his natural 
caution as he reluctantly accepted the danger of running the channel that separates 
Ireland and Scotland with two otherwise strangers and their contraband cargo.  While it 
may have been the year when Napoleon had yet to be defeated, if Samuel Ford cared 
about such events, it was still a year when men needed work and rents had to be paid. 

Sleeping rough was something Samuel was accustomed to, but it was the waiting that 
was getting him down.  It had been two days since he had met the two strangers and 
agreed to their proposal.  Yet his hanging around waiting made him conspicuous and 
marked him for what he was.  The local villagers were well aware of his presence, and 
while he was confident that such awareness was no need for alarm, he was anxious to 
be gone from hereabouts. 

Smuggling was not new to Samuel Ford, and he was quietly confident of his own ability 
to survive.  Well, he had been running for what, ten, twelve years, without falling foul of 
soldiers, spies or the crew of the local revenue vessel, and he was always willing to back 
himself when in a tight corner.  But an inner voice cautioned him that his time was 
running out and that one day the odds would not be so kind.  He was near thirty years 
of age by his own reckoning, and without a boat of his own, he was at the mercy of 
those who did have a craft that could run the North Channel that separates Ireland and 
Scotland.  The alternative of what was laughingly called work only confirmed his 
destitute condition and an impending sense of the inevitable.  Work Samuel concluded 
only meant that his labour was little more than a passage to an early grave.  On the 
other hand, stealth and nerve paid more acceptable dividends.  But perhaps he, too, 
would end up like many others, dangling from a gibbet or lying on some forlorn beach 
with a bullet through his breast.  He shrugged off his dark thoughts. 

He ran over the plan in his mind yet again.  He would need some luck, but Samuel Ford 
also knew how to work any chance that came his way.  Walking through the village of 
Carrickarege (present-day Ballintoy), some ten miles to the west of the larger town of 
Ballycastle, he had outlined his plan to the two strangers noting the noisy closing of 
doors and barring of windows which marked the course of their passage through the 
village.  He was tolerated but not welcome, as he was not welcomed back to what he 
remembered as his home.  He shut his eyes tight to block out that particular memory. 

Still, he was aware of a sense of apprehension which he could not quite shake.  True, he 
knew neither of the men but such was not unusual in a business where identity only 
increased the risk of detection.  What neither party learned was to their advantage.  No, 
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it was not his unknown accomplices that nagged at the corner of his mind.  What was 
really worrying him was the whereabouts of the local revenue cutter.  Unlike its previous 
namesake, the new Royal George was now a cutter and not the heavy old brig that 
struggled to keep up with anything other than a dismasted lugger.  A small well-trimmed 
craft handled by those who knew the business of sailing the tides of the North Channel 
could easily have outrun the floating hulk of square-rigger weighed down with twenty-
odd canon.  A cutter, on the other hand, was a different matter altogether.  Built for 
speed, a cutter was fast both into and off the wind.  And the new Royal George was now 
a cutter operating under whatever part of the government bureaucracy now carried out 
such activities and not the previous contracted owner or captain. 

Encounter at Torr Head 
 

It was perchance some months earlier, while making his way to Ballintoy along the 
Torr Road at a high point above the cliffs overlooking the North Channel, that the 

distinct shape of a revenue cutter making out into the channel halted Samuel.  The 
recognisable jack at the masthead and the ensign flying from the stern weren't the only 
things that readily identified the revenue cutter.  No smuggler worth his salt would have  
been so brazen, and salt, Samuel reminded himself, at the present going rate was worth 
more than whisky.    
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Unwrapping his Browning and Spence telescope from its leather case, Samuel laid his 
duffle bag atop the stone fence bordering the road.  The bag would serve to protect and 
hold the instrument steady.  He aimed the glass at the sleek craft now making its way 
from under the headland on a larboard tack (later called 'port' to avoid the similarity in 
the name with starboard).  Clinker built.  Not that Samuel was unaware of the clinker-
built cutters having worked on two in his early years of smuggling, which, ironically, 
had been built alongside similar vessels destined for service in the revenue fleet.  He did 
not need the glass to discover what he already knew.  What was of interest was 
armament, crew numbers and how the vessel was handled.  It pays to know one's 
adversary.    

Playing the telescope across the vessel, he clearly saw the name Royal George painted 
on the stern.  Moving the glass around the hull, he noted the size of the bow wave 
suggesting the vessel was making 5 or 6 knots which were not surprising given the 
amount of sail she was carrying.  The distinctive long bowsprit enabled the craft to take 
a reefed in main, two jibs plus a top gaff.  She was heeled over, beating up to windward 
against the solid northerly.  Samuel had to admire the vessel.  But the image of the 
flying revenue cutter sailing hard into the wind was not his sole interest.   

Steading the glass against the biting northerly wind whipping down from the Scottish 
highlands, he counted the gun ports.  Six, No, seven.  Seven on either side.  Probably 
eight pounders.  Small guns, but a broadside would still do a lot of damage.  The flat 
deck of the cutter meant no obstructions allowing the crew to work the guns in any 
engagement without difficulty.  Samuel continued to scan the vessel.  There was the 
distinct figure of the coxswain behind the wheel and the captain standing on his right, 
leaning against the heel of the deck and movement of the vessel while holding onto the 
weathered shrouds.  Both were cloaked in their sou'westers while other crew, also in 
their wet weather gear, were huddled against the starboard rail, bracing themselves 
against the movement of the craft as it cut through the choppy waters sending spray 
sweeping across the deck.  It would have been a wet and cold time for the mariners.  
There were two men of the jib halyard and another two of the main.    

Samuel's recalled his first experience of such sailing.  With the deck at an angle, the 
leeward scuppers awash and spray, sweeping the decks like hail, the thud of the bow 
meeting waves, the snap of the sails and scream of the wind through the rigging was 
terrifying as it was exhilaration for a first-timer.  It was a world of water and movement, 
where he near lost a thumb as the bow of the vessel passed through the eye of the wind 
on a tack, and the mainsail snapped overall but jamming his thumb between the 
mainsheet and the bollard.   

He envied the crew.  He tried to count them, but the movement of the vessel and the 
buffering of the wind against the telescope made it difficult.  Samuel guessed at least 
twenty on deck, which would mean some ten below decks ready for a sail change if 
required.  Or, given the conditions, keeping warm with whisky.  

He snapped the glass shut and placed it back in its leather case.  He had seen all he 
needed to see.  Even though the vessel was traditionally cutter designed, Samuel also 
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knew that government built boats were heavier and bulkier than those of the smugglers, 
and while rewards for the crew were considerably less than what he earned as a 
smuggler, they were nevertheless skilled seamen and knew how to sail.  Taking a last 
look at the revenue cutter, he made some quick calculations.  Although pointing out to 
the open sea, the flood tide would effectively mean that the cutter would run a straight 
line across the North Channel towards the distant Scottish coast and come under the 
Mull of Kintyre.  Here it would need to luff up well before the notorious tidal race that 
circulated around the mull.  That would galvanise the crew into any amount of action 
heaving on halyards, tightening sails and working lines as the vessels changed direction 
coming about on the starboard tack, taking it away from the treacherous waters.  Mildly 
Samuel wondered whether the revenue cutter would then turn back onto a larboard 
tack and seek shelter from the stiff northerly in the lee of the Isle of Arran or make for 
its homeport of Cumbrae.  Probably the latter, where hot meals and warm beds awaited 
the crew.  All of which reminded Samuel that he had some miles to cover before he too 
sought lodgings for the night and some warm food.       

Mulling over the clifftop encounter with the Royal George Samuel concluded that while 
the vessel might have changed, the game of smuggling would still be the same.  The 
status quo would still apply.  Graft was a language understood by all those involved in 
what was commonly known as 'free trade'.  Still, Samuel Ford had no way of knowing for 
sure.  But of one thing he was reasonably assured, no captain of a revenue cutter would 
dare take his vessel close inshore at night.  
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Ballintoy, Ireland 1815 
 

The sun was now setting low in the West.  Stirring from his shelter, which was little 
more than a rock overhang located above the village and the road, but which offered 

a commanding view of the North Channel, Samuel stretched and gazed out at the 
expanse of sea in front of him.  Scanning the coastline with his telescope, he sharpened 
in on the distinct shape of a small gaff yawl hugging the shoreline.  He let out his breath 
slowly.  The waiting would soon be over.  He ferreted around in his duffle bag and 
bought out some dried fish and stale bread, the leftovers from his last meal at the 
nearby inn.  He stared at the meagre offering while noting that the tide was still on the 
ebb.  The small craft would be making slowly again the ebb and hence some hours away 
from the shingle cove over which he kept watch. 

Samuel gnawed on the bread and then walked down to the nearby stream to quench his 
thirst from the spring.  He was lucky, he thought.  Lucky to be alive, if one had a mind 
to believe that living was something he was doing.  Sometimes he wished he was dead.  
Yet something drove him on.  Something had told him not to give up.  Perhaps it had 
been his father as he faced the interminable odds of providing for him and his sisters.  
He did not like thinking like this, but when there was nothing to do, his own thoughts 
worried him more than a little.  Now he had nothing to do but wait, and with waiting 
came thinking.  

Samuel Ford had no home.  The last he remembered of a home was following in his 
father's footsteps and breaking the sods that the plough left unbroken.  Of the 
backbreaking monotony of scything the barley harvest.  Of bailing and loading hay onto 
the cart and then unloading it under the eaves where it would add warmth to the walls 
of the family dwelling when winter struck.  Of digging potatoes, sacks and sacks, for 
storage in the cellar where, with some good fortune, they would not rot before the blast 
of winter swept the fields with its cold whiteness.  And with that memory also arose the 
images of his father's steadfast resolution in the repetitive monotony and adversity of 
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their tiny existence.  Of his mother, endlessly it seemed, cooking batches of soup which 
was more bones and potatoes as anything else and cleaning, always cleaning.  And of 
his sisters cutting turf to sell by the side of the road for a trifle.   

Even in the bare monotony of their survival, there had been a ray of hope.  His Ma had 
told him, more than once, that he would be sent to America, but to get to America, he 
had to learn to read and write.  It was the practice that families would save and scrimp 
in order to send one child out of Ireland.  So he attended the parish school, a three-mile 
walk, at least three days of the week.  Samuel had learnt about America and the 
opportunities it offered, a dream, something that kept him going while trudging the 
three-mile journey.  

Yet even this existence had been tenuous.  The harvests were poor and getting poorer, 
and Ireland was not the place for foreigners or unwanted tenant farmers.  Death seemed 
his constant companion.  In his short life, he had been to so many funerals that he had 
forgotten how to cry.  Then in the year 1798, his father goes out one evening and never 
returns.  Samuel knew why.  Struggling with his memories, which still seem both raw 
and fresh, he had stood beside his mother the following day when two neighbours 
entered and told his Ma that her husband was dead.  No grief.  No crying.  Just a 
numbing acceptance.  The men said something about 'the troubles', and Samuel knew 
what was meant.  

From that moment, his life changed.  It had been a lonely existence for a lad of twelve in 
an estranged land anyway, and now, without a father to look up to nor a plough to 
follow, his world was empty and desolate.  America need not have existed. 

A few days later, he was also without his mother or sisters.  A cart had come, and after a 
hug from his mother, they had gone, simply disappeared as the cart drew out of sight.  
Left stranded and deserted, Samuel sensed something of a release, newfound freedom 
he initially struggled to identify.  His father had died trying to protect what little he had, 
and while Samuel had next to nothing, he realised that his own resolve would now 
determine his own life.  He packed a hessian sack with the few things he could call his 
own and walked out the door and off the farm. 

Before long, he found himself again working on another farm, but this time he knew 
neither the tenant nor the neighbours.  He never did find out what had happened to his 
mother or his sisters.  He heard things, of course, of killings and hangings, of soldiers 
and shootings,  and words of resistance and revolution.  'Keep yer head lad,' he had 
been told.  'Don't get involved'.  While Samuel could handle a plough horse, he found 
that the older men on the farm got the job of ploughing while he was expected to work 
fourteen hours a day cleaning out the stables and raking hay all day, both chores which 
he hated at the best of times.  But the 'troubles' he left to others.  Samuel concerned 
himself with other things, of things that existed beyond the farm, of money and danger, 
and of the sea. 

It was then perhaps no accident that shortly after his fourteenth birthday, if the year 
1800 had any significance for Samuel Ford, that he simply walked away from the farm 
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during the night and set his tracks for the sea.  He had been indentured, whatever that 
might mean, and any hew and cry that might follow would be short-lived.  There were 
any number of lads that would jump at the chance to fill his job.  Still, the farm had 
worked up his muscles, and a strapping fourteen-year-old lad would learn to handle life 
aboard a ship quickly enough, for he found himself making for the sea from whence he 
sensed lay greater opportunities.  

So it was to be.  His large frame relished the constant hauling on halyards and trimming 
sheets while the timeless motion of the sea and the ever-present sense of danger 
taunted his youth and energy.  And with every channel crossing, he met others who 
looked to the sea not only as a means of living but as a curial association who accepted 
one another as equals without the need to explain their past.  

He smiled to himself as the memories flooded back over the years.  Aye, Samuel had 
learned a lot.  But most of that learning had to do with knowing the tides, the phases of 
the moon, the currents and the winds, which were part of that treacherous sea channel 
that separated the north of Ireland from the West coast of Scotland.  To know such 
things allowed him to live.   

Enough of thinking.  Again he cast another anxious eye towards the approaching yawl. 
The small craft now hugged the coast even closer, avoiding the worst of the ebb while 
taking advantage of the westerly wind.  Good, he thought, at least the two strangers 
could follow orders.  Now, if others, nameless others, could keep their end of the 
bargain. 

From his vantage point, he watched the road and the village while also keeping the 
small cove in view.  Apart from the cutter approaching, all seemed quiet.  Yet he 
remained in the overhang, unmoved, preferring others to move first and expose 
themselves if they were around.  Besides the few field workers now making their way for 
home and a hot meal, no one moved on the coastal road.  Further out on the channel 
were the lumbering square-riggers making their way to the Clyde docks.  What would 
they hold?  Cotton, probably from somewhere in America making for the dirty mills of 
Glasgow.  Fishing vessels dotted the horizon, but they were to be expected.  The wind 
was fair from the West and should hold for another day at least.  That was all that he 
needed for the tides were predictable.  The wind had to hold, and he sensed it would. 

It was obvious the instant he met the two men that they knew little if anything about 
wind nor the vagaries of tides and the dangerous currents that circulate around that 
part of the North Channel.  Nor did they have any sense of danger the crew of the local 
revenue service might pose to their venture.  True, the strangers had needed him as 
much as he needed what they offered, hard currency.  He knew the tides and the wind 
and the possibilities of being caught, so Samuel made sure it was part of the bargain 
that he was in control of the channel crossing.  The other stipulation Samuel laid down 
concerning weapons.  Samuel had witnessed how the mere carrying of weapons 
needlessly inflamed situations.  So no guns were to be bought on board.  The two 
strangers had quickly agreed, too quickly perhaps.  So the deal had been sealed over of 
draft or two.   
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As the sun dipped behind the hills, he watched as the cutter anchored some two 
furlongs from the shore as he had planned.  He nodded, so far, so good.  Now to wait out 
the tide as it changed from ebb to the flood.  The only movement any vessel in this part 
of the Irish coast could make now was from the east with the assistance of the last of 
the ebbing tide.  Samuel cast his eye in that direction, nothing.  With an hour of 
daylight left in the day, he felt secure that the authorities would not make any trouble. 
He had little to fear from the few field labourer and farmers.  The sums offered for 
information about smugglers would not offset the depth of community ties.  Besides, 
Samuel smiled, if he followed the stream from which he had earlier drank he would 
surely have found a whisky still.   

He would remain vigilant and walk down to the local tavern at dusk to get a feel for 
things from the locals.  They would know if the authorities were about without actually 
having to tell him in so many words.  Language is not solely a spoken activity.            

Samuel eyed off the yawl again.  All seemed well, and nothing further out on the seaway 
aroused his suspicion.  There was little traffic on the road apart from the last of the field 
workers walking home.  It was all going to plan.  His mind engaged more salient 
matters.  A six-hour run with a flood tide that made up to five knots in places meant the 
thirty-odd miles across the North Channel would be traversed on the one tide.  It was 
still three days to the full moon, so the tidal flow would be substantial, and even with 
cloud cover, there would be light enough.  Not that Samuel needed a moon to steer 
across the channel at night. 

If Samuel had judged the wind rightly and kept his course, he would only have to 
negotiate the last of the flood tide as he rounded the perilous Mull of Kintyre.  Once 
around the headland, he would cut between Sanda Island and the mainland, after 
which it was just a matter of following the coast until the lights of Campbelltown showed 
up on the Scottish coast.  Sheltered from the extreme tidal flows of the channel and with 
the wind holding fair, he would then tack, running east on a broad reach towards the 
lighthouse on Pladda Island, another of the tidy islands that abound around the Clyde, 
just off the southern tip of the Isle of Arran.  The drop point was a small cove near 
Shannochie where he would run in under cover of darkness.  It would not be difficult.  
He was sure the wind would hold, and even if the Royal George was lurking nearby 
institutional care would mean that the crew would not dare operate in darkness so close 
inshore.  The herring wherries out of Campbelltown, if they were operating in the area, 
would be readily seen from the myriad of lanterns lighting up the horizon.  Besides, a 
fishing fleet would make an ideal hiding place for a small cutter if the situation 
demanded as much. 

If the wind slacked off during the crossing, the passage would take considerably longer.  
Samuel had no desire to attempt to cross the dangerous waters around the Mull with 
the wind and tide in the opposite direction creating sea conditions that, even in daytime, 
any mariner would avoid.  He would then need to steer a wide arc around the Mull and 
then run a safer southerly course towards the Pladda lighthouse.  This was not only 
time consuming but would make for a long and tiring passage.   
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His only other concern was on the landing.  Spies and informants abounded across the 
Clyde, which is why Samuel relished stealth and anonymity rather than strength and 
might.  But despite his caution, someone might have tipped off the authorities, and the 
possibility of a hostile reception was not to be discounted.  At the same time, the 
westerly wind would not allow a ready escape from a windward shore.  Others, he knew 
from past experience, would simply fight their way out.  But apart from causing injuries 
and worse, nothing would really be achieved.  Goods would not be delivered and the 
payment not made.   

Samuel would close the shore watchfully under oars while dropping an anchor beyond 
the low water mark, a means of clearing the land and pulling back out to sea after 
completing the night's work.  If the authorities were present, it was simply a matter of 
quickly heaving on the anchor cable, swinging the craft around and working it out of 
danger and back out to sea.  There may be some musket fire, but in the dark, the 
chance of being struck was slim.  

Settled in his mind that he had covered everything, Samuel now walked down to the 
tavern as dusk settled and the rain clouds gathered.  He quickly summed up the 
atmosphere, nothing to fear here.  If the authorities were sniffing about, some oblique or 
innocuous comment would have been made largely for his benefit.  After engaging in 
small talk with the tavernkeeper for the statutory period Samuel drained his tankard 
placing it on the table along with a two silver pennies.  The landlord quickly pick up the 
empty tankard and deftly palmed the coins and returned the gesture with a wink.  It 
pays to keep men on side. As Samuel left the tavern he observed the briefest nob of a 
head from a drinker sitting alone at a table.  So the goods, whatever they were, would 
arrive at the appointed time and place.  He said goodnight and left but waited in the 
dark outside in case someone interested in his nocturnal activities might have thought 
to followed.  But no light had shown from the inn signalling an opening and closing of a 
door. 
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The Crossing 
 

On the way to pick up his things, he smelt the wind again.  It was warm, coming off 
the warmer Atlantic current well to the west of the Irish coast.  At this time of year, 

it should hold for a couple more days.  After that, Samuel had no plans.  Two days was 
far as he thought ahead.  With his few possessions and his trusted telescope thrown 
over his shoulder, he made for the cove. 

Once on the beach, he put his fingers to his mouth and let out a high pitch whistle 
twice.  It was time to move, and the quicker he was aboard the vessel the better.  He 
caught the sound of the anchor being bumped against the wooden hull and heard a 
man let out a muffled oath.  Clumsy.  A few minutes passed before he heard the splash 
of oars being worked.  Presently the shape of the craft appeared out of the dark and 
gently crunched onto the shingle beach.  Two men jumped down, and there were 
muffled greetings.  With Samuel's bulk assisting, the craft was quickly turned around, 
facing the bow into the wash of the waves with the mainsail lazily flapping out to 
starboard.  It was a defensive move.  If the authorities did turn up it only required a 
nimble spring into the craft, a tightening of the mainsheet, a touch of the tiller thereby 
allowing the sail to fill quickly, catching the night breeze coming off the land, and 
Samuel could sail the vessel swiftly off the beach and away from danger.  Samuel had 
learnt it pays to think ahead. 
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They had not long to wait when the distinct creak of a cart and the hoof fall of a horse 
could be heard traversing the path to the beach in the darkness behind them.  The noise 
abruptly stopped, the horse cleared its nostrils, and men spoke in muted voices.  The 
accomplices left Samuel and with others moved boxes, crates and barrels between cart 
and boat.  It took longer than Samuel had thought, and when there was a pause in the 
activity, he briskly let it be known that tides wait for no man.  

With some further urging, the task was completed within the hour, and Samuel had the 
craft pushed off the shingle shore and clambered aboard with the two accomplices.  He 
pushed the tiller over as the sail quickly filled with the offshore breeze, and the yawl 
glided silently out of the cove.  The horse and cart would vanish into the night while 
some unknown benefactor would receive suitable compensation for their contribution to 
the night's work.  As the tide rose, nothing would be left on the sand to tell of the night's 
activities.  

Samuel ordered his accomplices to unfurl the jib and mizzen as he felt the beginning of 
the flood tide grip the hull.  With the tiller arm wedged between his knees, Samuel 
tugged his sou'wester out of his duffle bag donning it.  Then, transferring his grip on the 
tiller, pulled on his sea boots.  Even if wet, his body heat would be trapped by the 
garment keeping him warm on the long channel crossing.  Once clear of the point of the 
cove Samuel eased off the mainsheet as he sailed east parallel to the Irish coast, the 
yawl now being pushed healthily along by wind and tide.  

The elements had been kind as the smugglers left the sheltered cove behind and sailed 
with wind and tide.  The few lingering lamps alight on the Rathin Island to larboard, and 
the odd charitable farmhouse light that showed from an open door on the Irish 
mainland to starboard, allowed Samuel to slip his craft unseen between the island and 
the Irish coast.  The passage ahead would be clear as no vessel could sail against the 
force of the incoming tide that now rushed through the narrow stretch of water between 
the island and the mainland.  Even in the dark, it was like threading a needle. 

Having cleared Rathlin Island, Samuel had the mainsail sheeted in as his accomplices 
fixed the tail of the mainsheet over the cleats, hauled the small jib in tighter, pushing 
the tiller over to starboard as he hardened up the craft and sailed on a broad reach 
towards the distant Mull of Kintyre lighthouse perched high above the Scottish coast.  
Keeping the wind coming over his left shoulder, both wind and tide now pushed the 
craft, crablike, across the channel that separated the Irish and Scottish coasts 
effectively in a straight line.   

Samuel's two accomplices sought protection from wind and spray behind the craft's 
small focs'le, huddled beneath an old sail to protect them from wind and spray as they 
tried to light their tobacco pipes.  Samuel had no use for such activity.  Not only did the 
flame of the match destroy night vision, but the ash blown by wind could cause eye 
damage even if the damn thing could stay alight that long.  Still, the activity served to 
keep the two men out of Samuel's way, which in turn allowed him to concentrate on 
more relevant matters. 
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Samuel did not need any lighthouse or the moon to guide him, even when it appeared 
from behind another bank of scurrying clouds.  Wave direction, the wind across his face, 
the swing of the vessel as it moved over crests and through troughs, the slap up fo'ard 
as the bow pushed aside the waves, the snap of the jib, the creak and groan of the 
timbers, were a chorus of tremors that communicated direction and speed to Samuel.  A 
symphony of sounds allowing a skilled mariner to navigate across a dangerous stretch 
of water, without lights, safely at night.  

The wind had stayed fair during the night as the small craft was carried steadily 
towards the Scottish coast.  Apart from the steady glow of the lighthouse on the Mull of 
Kintyre cliffs, the channel was totally black, broken momentarily by the sparkle of 
phosphorescence that marked the passage of the craft.    

The hours passed, and even with his sou'wester Samuel was now thoroughly wet, but 
his woollen jumper trapped his body heat.  His companions had lapsed into silence 
some time ago and were now either shivering or asleep.   

While the lighthouse was designed for the square-riggers negotiating the main channel, 
it was useless in helping to negotiate the narrow seaway separating the coast from 
Sanda Island, which lay slightly to the east of the Mull.  Samuel was well aware that 
Sanda Island was a hangout for a more notorious band of smugglers with whom Samuel 
had no desire to encounter. The gang smuggled contraband mainly between 
Islandmagee (present-day Red Bay in Ireland) and Campbelltown on the eastern side of 
the Argyll coast, but it was their more notorious cutthroat activities that Samuel 
questioned.  Not that Samuel was fearfully concerned, for he too was part of the 
fraternal membership that surrounded smuggling.  After all, he had served time with 
these men when he first left the farm and knew well how they operated.  Still, he was 
anxious not to draw unnecessary attention to his presence.  If there were lights on the 
island, it probably signalled local activity, an activity that Samuel would seek to steer 
clear of.  Thankfully, there were no lights.  

The white luminescence of the waves as they broke on the approaching coast marked 
his position.  His only guide around the mull now was the dark water between breaking 
waves on the rocky shoreline of the mainland and Sanda Island, thereby marking the 
gap between the mainland and the island.  To miss this gap would mean Samuel would 
have to gybe back around the island, working the craft against wind and tide to come 
back up under the lee of the Scottish coast once more.  To do so marked not only poor 
seamanship but would result in the loss of valuable time.   

The dark of the night only served to highlight the sparkle of breaking waves which 
allowed Samuel to steer, with the last of the making tide, through the gap unheeded and 
unsighted.  Then, keeping the eastern landmass of the Scottish coast close to larboard, 
Samuel fixed the rudder with the tiller ropes, which allowed him to ease off the main 
and mizzen as the jib flapped lazily out to starboard.  Out of the slop of the main 
channel, the yawl was now led gently by wind and the last of the tide along the coast 
with only the sound and glint of waves breaking on his larboard side to guide him.  He 
needed no lights.  Samuel curled up against the thwart and slept.   
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Thirty minutes later, Samuel was awake, refreshed, alert.  

He had done similar trips several times previously to the coves and bays around 
Campbelltown, but this time he was to head for a beach on the Isle of Arran.  Samuel 
was confident he could locate the intended landing without too much difficulty but to 
get there meant he had to pass the Campbelltown inlet where there was a large fishing 
fleet without attracting attention.  

Allowing his craft to drift further away from the coast, Samuel steered a wide arc around 
the bay well known for its smuggling character, clearly marked by a mottled collection of 
lights off to larboard.  These lights were also his beacon to alter course for Arran, the 
towering peaks of the island now clearly etched by the waning moon.  All Samuel needed 
now was someone with a steady hand on a lantern for him to run the yawl up onto the 
beach. 

Yet again, Samuel found himself steering another small craft onto another beach in the 
dark, searching for the flicker of a lantern held aloft by another unknown member of the 
smuggling cohort.  Samuel's two accomplices realised the business end of the trip was 
imminent.  One of the accomplices lit a small dark lantern pointing the guarded light at 
the still unseen but approaching shore.  Then, out of the blackness, a pinprick of light.  
One, two, three, four flashes then blackness, a pause, then four more flashes.  There 
would be a welcoming committee of some sort waiting for them onshore.  
   
Samuel let the wind spill from the sail as his two accomplices picked up the oars and 
pulled the craft over the quickly shoaling water.  He moved forward and let the anchor 
slip silently into the water.  Ten feet and shoaling fast.  He let the rope slide through his 
hands, allowing the craft to move forward under the power of oars.  If it was the 
authorities, who were waiting, they would be disciplined and remain silent until his 
vessel was beached, thereby allowing no retreat.  Samuel had control of the anchor rope, 
and all that was needed was for him to grasp the anchor rope, thereby pulling the craft 
around and facing it back out to sea.  But Samuel could hear muffled voices ashore, 
and no officer would allow such laxness from his troops at this critical stage.   

And yet again, the landing and transfer had gone well.  Shadows of men moving silently 
between boat and cart, a muffled voice now and then, a cough, or was it a curse, a swig 
of whisky to still the night air and the nudge of the passage of small parcel between men 
and if one where listening would have also heard the clink of coin. 

The craft was pushed off the beach with dawn more than a good hour hence.  Samuel 
set his accomplices to work hauling the sheets and setting the mainsail and mizzen as 
he pulled the tiller over and set the craft to tack back towards the Kintyre headland.  
Completing these tasks, Samuel's two accomplices had immediately begun drinking the 
local whisky, which had obviously been supplied by the 'tub men' back onshore.  With 
luck, they would collapse into a drunken slumber before long, leaving Samuel to pilot 
the craft back to Ireland comfortably alone.  With no contraband on board, he had little 
to fear.  It had all gone well as Samuel set the craft for Ireland. 
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The tide was now on the ebb, which pushed the yawl towards the mull and the last part 
of the Scottish coast.  The tide would make in an hour, meaning that Samuel would 
have to beat to windward across the exposed channel making for an uncomfortable 
homeward trip.  With the wind now dropping and his craft slowly making its way under 
the lee of the Kintyre coast, both wind and tide would ensure there was no danger of 
running aground, he could afford an hour of sleep before facing the channel crossing 
again.  Samuel secured the tiller then curled up against a thwart using his duffle bag as 
a pillow.  He was asleep in a moment.   

A Ship Has Been Sighted 

 

Samuel had slept for possibly an hour 
but was now instantly awake.  

Quickly he accessed the situation.  The 
yawl had been guided by the fading 
wind and current, which served to 
keep the vessel safely away from the 
shore.  It was the dawn of a new day, 
but importantly for Samuel, the 
horizon was empty of any other vessel.  
As the sun rose, the predictable mist 
came rolling down from the Kintyre 
hills and crags and would soon spread 
across the sea like a blanket. 
   
But with the mist fast descending 
came the distinct outline of a gaff-
rigged cutter appearing from behind 
the Scottish headland.  Samuel's heart 
sank.  Even without his glass, he could 
see the jack flying from the masthead.  
It could only be the Royal George.  The 
line of sight to the horizon from the 
deck of a small craft was about three 
and a half miles.  The revenue cutter 
was hull down and therefore not five 
miles distant.  Being hull-down did not 
afford Samuel the chance to see any 
activity on deck before the mist 
obscured the vessel from view, but he 
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knew that the revenue cutter's crew, with a higher relative position, would have been 
equally observant, and he had no doubts that a glass would have been swiftly trained on 
the yawl.  But would a lone yawl arouse suspicion?    

Samuel made some quick calculations as the damp fog wrapped itself around man and 
craft.  The cutter had been on an easterly course with the wind on her starboard beam, 
probably making for Cumbrae.  To come around on a course to intersect the cutter 
would require the crew to tack at least twice in quick succession.  With a rolling mist, a 
dying wind and a making tide, the manoeuvre would take time.  But Samuel was also 
caught under the same conditions.  The obvious course for a fleeing felon in such 
circumstance would be to make for a nearby beach on the Kintyre coast some two 
hundred yards off and effect an escape over land, which is probably what the Royal 
George would expect a would-be smuggler to do.  If the revenue cutter did follow, all the 
crew had to capture would be an abandoned yawl and little else.  But a lost vessel 
meant Samuel might never be given command of another ship by which to ply his trade.  
Fleeing was not a viable option. 

The wind dropped, and the mist deepened, increasing the enveloping silence.  The two 
men were now little more than ballast, and Samuel could expect no help in that 
direction.  He knew as the morning wore on, the sun would burn off the fog, and his 
small craft would lie exposed.  But as there was no indication that the revenue cutter 
was doing anything but moving with the tide manned by a crew eager to get back home 
to Millport and some hard-drinking, the yawl might not raise undue suspicion.  All 
Samuel had to do was wait it out, protected by the gathering fog. 

It was then a half-empty flask of whisky rolled out of a groggy hand and crashed to the 
deck.  The sound of the bottle hitting the thwart amplified over still water and carried by 
the mist would clearly send a message to the nearby revenue cutter; dropped bottles 
equated with whisky and whisky could only mean smuggling there being no fishing 
vessel in the vicinity.  Although the cutter was some miles away, Samuel could hear 
sounds of activity that carried over the still water. 

Not half an hour passed when the rhythmic sound of oars striking the water reached his 
ears.  The cutter crew had taken to the longboat and were coming, and he had no 
escape.  How many did it take to man the cutter's longboat, four, six perhaps?  It is at 
such moments in a man's life that the instinct to benefit from an otherwise seemingly 
impossible position takes over.  So it was with Samuel Ford. 

With studious slowness, he lowered the mainsail and began furling it along the boom.  
Under such circumstances, a furled mainsail was as good as waving a white flag.  He 
did the same with smaller mizzen.  His passengers remain either asleep or unconscious.  
Either way, it would suit his purpose.  He was still tying off the mizzen when the cutter's 
longboat appeared out of the mist not a hundred yards from the yawl's position.  The 
coxswain abruptly altered course toward his vessel.  Samuel's plan was simple and 
relied on the unwritten law still applied in these uncertain times.  
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'Heave to,' came the call across the water, and just to make sure the message was not 
misunderstood, the morning's silence was shattered by a shot fired into the air by one of 
the longboat's crew.  One of his accomplices stirred, but Samuel remained unmoved.  
Any sudden movement now may equally be misunderstood.  If Samuel was going to get 
out of this, he had to convey the impression he was similarly compliant with the 
unwritten rules.   

As the longboat approached, the six oarsmen looked the part, all wearing a distinctive 
low crown black narrow brimmed top hat, red flannel shirts and blue trousers.  Fasted 
around their waist was a sash in which was stowed a pistol.  They shipped oars as the 
coxswain, dressed as the others but wearing a distinctive black waistcoat, guided the 
craft alongside.  The longboat was only slightly smaller than the one from which Samuel 
stood gazing intently at the coxswain.  As the coxswain made eye contact Samuel's 
hopes rose.  The coxswain's gaze said something more than a wink or a nod might 
convey.  Leaning over the gunwale to soften the impact of boat meeting boat, Samuel 
passed a small package to the coxswain, one which he had only received a matter of 
hours ago. 

'And where might you be going laddie'?  The coxswain asked with exaggerated servility.  
Well, he might, for it was evident that Samuel and the yawl had nowhere to go.  So 
Samuel played the game.  

'Just heading back home,' he responded, knowing that such response was just as inane 
under the circumstances.  Trying to pass the craft off as a fishing boat would have 
undermined his purpose.  

'Aye, that may be truer then you care to think,' replied the coxswain. 

And so, with his two accomplices, Samuel is manacled as the vessel is rummaged, as 
are the two accomplices, who were now somewhat more awake as to what is going on 
around them.  But apart from the empty whisky flask along with Samuel's bag of 
possessions and his telescope, nothing was found.  His accomplices were relieved of two 
similar packets which Samuel had handed over.  The coxswain then stepped over the 
gunwale of the two boats and sat on the thwart beside Samuel. 

Bending towards Samuel, the coxswain quietly asked,  'Yer name laddie'. 

'Samuel, Samuel Ford. 

'Married'? 

A shake of the head. 

'Ireland'? 

'Aye'. 
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The coxswain was a man of few words, but those few spoke of a man of the sea and 
Samuel warmed to him.  

Coming Home  
 

The sun seemed softer, the sky somehow bluer, the horizon wider.  Fixed on his own 
thoughts it was a moment or two before Samuel realised the coxswain was speaking 

again, closer, softer.  'I take it that the other two are not related?' 

'Aye.  Ah,  No.'  It would do no good lying under the present circumstances.  'They hired 
me for the trip, that's all', 

The coxswain was silent for a moment, obviously digesting the situation.  Now in receipt 
of a considerable sum of money and the yawl which would surely be impounded, the 
coxswain turned to Samuel again. 

'It's like this Mr Ford, times are a-changing but you being a big strong lad an' all, you 
may have a choice.  You could swing off the end of a rope for King and country or you 
could help out our little community'.  Samuel's confidence returned.  The unwritten law 
still worked.  

'Aye'.  To have said anything else would jeopardise the situation. 

'Have you worked in a quarry before'? 
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Quarry?  Samuel had never thought of working in a quarry.  It was not something with 
which he was familiar.  But the alternative was far worse, even if he managed to escape 
the noose.   

Seeing Samuel somewhat perplexed, the coxswain continued, 'Aye, laddie, it just that 
our small community have a little quarrying business on Cumbrae which is in need of 
another labourer.  And yer get yerself paid.  What's more, laddie, ye will have a roof over 
yer head.' 

A roof meant a dwelling, and if what the coxswain said was half true, it was an offer he 
could not afford to turn down. 

Samuel nodded.   

'Robert Wright, coxswain of the Royal George,' as he held out his hand.  His grip was 
firm and strong as the two men looked into each other eyes.  

Two of the longboats crew remained on the yawl to sail the vessel back to Cumbrae, the 
now-vacant oarsman positions in the longboat being taken up by Samuel's two 
accomplices.   In the meantime, the fog had lifted and the sun was shining brightly, 
highlighting the revenue cutter, which lay motionless about three miles distant.  In her 
black and red livery, the cutter looked fast even when laying into the the breeze with 
sails idly flapping.  Samuel had dreaded even seeing the vessel; now, he was being 
rowed towards it basically a free man.  

The coxswain caught Samuel's eye.  

'Now Mr Ford you cannot let it be known what has just been arranged.  Not to anyone.  
D'yer not ken?  Cumbrae is a tight-knit community.  There is no policeman type on the 
island.  We look after our own.  Everyone will know what happened with thee but yer 
cannot say a word.  Hark now'. 

The charge had been delivered, and Samuel understood; from time to time, the revenue 
cutters did not exactly act as they ought.   

'I'll say naught Mr Wright.  You have my word'. 

Samuel had kept his word all these years.  Keeping silent was not really a new 
experience, not that any such disclosure would have really mattered, for within a few 
days, Samuel realised that practically everyone on the island knew his name and, 
without actually saying, knew the circumstances of his arrival.  What was new was the 
acceptance extended towards him.  It was as if he had lived on the island for most of his 
life.  At first, he felt unnervingly exposed but began slowly to realise that such feelings 
were from another time and another place.  Here he felt no fear; he felt trust.  And that 
was a new and, at times, something of an unsettling experience.  Back in Ireland, he 
had learnt that trust was never rewarded. 
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Samuel had started work the day after his arrival in Millport.  Samuel smiled.  He had 
even been lodged with the Wright family along Stuart Street.  Samuel Ford never did find 
out the names of the two men who accompanied him across the northern channel that 
night.  But he did find out that the coxswain, Robert Wright, had a fine-looking 
daughter, Margaret, to whom one day he would be wed. 

Samuel shook his head and cleared his thoughts.  It was now Sunday evening, in a time 
when temperance was neither political nor sanctioned.  Two yawls were bumping gently 
against each other nestled alongside the quay.  Samuel sat alongside his friend, Thomas 
Hunter, whisky in hand, the same Thomas Hunter he had shared a trip in a longboat all 
these years ago.  Cumbrae, a place of refuge, was indeed well named.  Since that day, 
the island had served as a sanctuary for himself surrounding him with family and 
friends, and him a feuar no less.  Samuel Ford was not given to mirth, but at this 
moment, he could not help a smile. 

'A penny for them laddie,' inquired his companion. 

'Tell me, what happened to the other two'? 

A moment's silence.  'Aye, they too were taken care of.  A cotton mill in Glasgow 
methinks'. 

Another silence as Samuel looked into the eyes of his friend.  

'Methinks I got the better bargain'. 
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